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EDITORIAL
| With great pleasure we present the third annual report of
the Cluster of Excellence „The Future Ocean”.
The Future Ocean was among the first eighteen of thirtyseven Clusters of Excellence funded by the German
Research Foundation (DFG), receiving its first funding
in fall 2006. The cluster is primarily organized around
its thirteen junior research groups (JRGs) enhancing
existing Kiel - based research efforts and supported by
several research platforms. Throughout 2007 and 2008
these groups were established, group leaders and scientific personnel were hired. 2008 was hence the first year
where all groups were fully operating throughout most of
the year, and we are proud to present the very first scientific results in this report.
Besides the JRGs, the Future Ocean supports a large
number of targeted scientific projects. 57 projects are
currently funded, working on diverse topics, from 3-D
visualization of seafloor structures to the sequencing
of DNA molecules, from real-time ocean observations to sustainability studies of fish stock, from global
climate modeling to aspects of the law of the sea and
valuing the ocean. Many of these projects aim to be
the nucleus for further studies, which might in the
future spawn bigger projects, existing in parallel to
the Future Ocean. This has been the case for a collaborative research center (SFB 754), addressing future
ocean related topics. The project greatly benefitted
from the marine science expertise in Kiel, but also from

start-up funding received to compile the project proposal.
In this report we present brief reports from selected
Future Ocean projects to provide a glimpse into the full
scientific spectrum the cluster comprises.
Last but not least, the Future Ocean also facilitates
services to the university, in order to strengthen
important aspects of science and education, as well as
to communicate and promote the topics of the cluster of
excellence to the general public. These are in particular
the Integrated School of Ocean Science (ISOS), providing
a model how enhanced graduate education can be
implemented within a modern university. This is also the
public outreach project, providing services to teachers
and schools, organizing the public Childrens University
around marine science themes, as well as exhibitions
and display of Future Ocean themes at public events and
fairs.
All this contributes to the overall goal of the Future
Ocean, to consolidate Kiel’s position as a leading place for
marine science in Germany, and a world class address
for consultation by policy and decision makers for future
and forward orientated perspectives about the ocean and
related topics.
We hope you will enjoy reading Future Ocean‘s annual
report 2008, and continue to be interested in marine
science.

Speaker of the Cluster of Excellence „The Future Ocean“
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The
Project
„We don‘t have to save the world.
The world is big enough to look
after itself. What we have to be
concerned about is whether or not
the world we live in will be capable
of sustaining us in it.“
					Douglas Adams

8

We know
what we‘re
doing

| Climate protection policy must implement new research findings more quickly
The oceans play a key role in the development of the climate. They are, however, often forgotten in the public debate.
One reason for this might be that there has been less research in the deep sea than the „seas“ of the moon. New
research methods such as robots that travel independently through the sea should change that. In the opinion of
oceanographer Professor Martin Visbeck it is, however, necessary to also support the work of the Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) by establishing regional climate offices.

You are the spokesman for the Cluster of Excellence „The

organisms, also referred to as „blue medicine” are becoming

Future Ocean”. Overacidified, overheated, exhausted of fish

a focus of attention. The disadvantage here is that only a

stocks due to trawling - is that what the future oceans will

fraction is known about the marine gene pool in compa-

look like?

rison to the terrestrial one. In order to achieve sustainable

Visbeck: Too hot, too high, too acidic – that‘s too sensa-

economic use the cluster of excellence cooperates with

tional and does not take into account the available oppor-

resource economists on this topic, as understanding the

tunities. „Understanding the ocean – sustaining our future”

ocean is the basis for sustainable management of the seas.

is our motto at the network of Kiel Marine Sciences. We
are currently investigating how the oceans react to climate

Your aim is „to intensify the transfer of research results into
policy.” Isn’t it necessary to speed up this transfer first?

change and ever greater exploitation by man. Sea levels are

Visbeck: It has to change to meet new challenges. Up till

rising due to melting ice caps. At the same time, the circu-

now, the IPCC Assessment Report every couple of years has

lation patterns of sea currents are changing. This has an

provided decision-makers with new knowledge. That is not

additional effect on the sea level on a regional basis. This field

ideal for dealing with short-term signals from the ocean and

needs more detailed research. At the moment around half of

climate. The complex procedure of evaluating and publishing

the CO2 greenhouse gas produced through human action is

all the results is of a very high scientific value but the facts

stored in the oceans. However, there are indications that the

are often more than five years old. Advice to political decision

potential of the oceans to act as a CO2 sink decreases if the

makers, however, should be based on more recent findings

water temperature rises. The heating of the water leads to

and should be able to react to current events.

increased stratification which in turn reduces the formation
of CO2 binding deeper waters. Warm water dissolves less

Is that why you are calling for regional support for the
IPCC?

CO2. It could be that the biological pump partially counterba-

Visbeck: Exactly. Lower Saxony probably is not even

lances this development: More plants produce more food for

mentioned in the IPCC report. But Lower Saxony is part of

more animals - both sink to the bottom when they die. Until

climate change - not only because the consequences can

now, the biological pump has contributed less than 10% to

be felt here but also because Lower Saxony‘s politics and

the CO2 sink in the ocean. If the seas consume more CO2 this

economy act on a global scale. Therefore, there is a need

is not just positive: The slightly alkaline ocean will become

for information on regional options for action in order to be

ever more acidic. We are researching the consequences.

able to manage climate change - for example the export

It is to be feared that calcareous organisms such as lime

of energy-saving technology to the emerging countries. In

algae, starfish, snails, mussels and coral will be adversely

order to achieve this, the regional climate expertise centres

affected.

should analyse local phenomena, evaluate risks and point

Does the development also offer opportunities?

out conservation potential among other things. The IPCC

Visbeck: There is a large number of opportunities ranging

cannot comment on every storm surge but there should be

from the seabed as a potential storage site for isolated, liquid
CO2 to the opportunity of using methane deposits on the
continental shelves as a source of energy. Companies are

somebody who can do this in a professional manner.
Where should regional climate service providers act differently from the IPCC?

already mining undersea copper off Papua New Guinea from

Visbeck: They should use scientifically accepted proce-

exhausted volcanoes. These are metal rich craters at hot

dures in order to record local climate data and produce

deep sea springs. We cannot simply reject undersea mining

forecasts. Some effects of climate change are not obvious:

but we have got to try to do it in an environmentally friendly

For example, the increase in sea level can affect farmers on

manner. There will be a sharp rise in demand for copper for

the Elbe marshes. If the sea pushes further up the river, low

instance if all the Chinese and Indians also want to have

lying wells, used to provide water for the cattle, can become

electricity in their homes. Substances produced from marine

salty.
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Interview

At the moment, we know less about the sea than about the

by all states bordering the oceans that would allow reliable

moon. „Teenagers”, as you call your submersible robots, are

borders to be drawn. That has unfortunate consequences for

supposed to change all that. Have they already fulfilled the

researchers: At the moment, you can no longer charter a

high expectations off the coasts of Majorca, Greenland and

research ship. All of them are being used on behalf of various

in the north-east Atlantic?

countries to map the continental shelf. Europe only realised

Visbeck: Yes, but they really are like teenagers, and still
create a number of surprising problems as teenagers do. We

in 2007 that its surface area is larger underwater than above
water.

were the first in Europe to use gliders as research platforms,

Catches have dropped consistently since 1994. Every

that is unmanned submersible robots that move very slowly

fourth species of sea fish is threatened with extinction. Are

underwater almost like sailing. First, oil is pumped into the

human beings destroying the sea before they’ve learned to

2-m-long yellow glider. As it is heavier than water, it sinks to

understand it?

a depth of up to 1,000 m and then moves forwards with its

Visbeck: Pressure on fish stocks has indeed increased signi-

small wings. Then the glider pumps the oil into an external

ficantly. It is questionable how far a change to sustainable

inflatable bladder, this increases its volume and enables it

fishing can repair the damage. If, for example, you were to

to rise. It measures oxygen content, salt content, water

transfer ownership of the fish stocks to the fishermen they

pressure and temperature and transmits data to satellites

would have a vested interest in maintaining them. That‘s in

once it reaches the surface every 46 hours - for approxi-

contrast to the past where the only rationale was to take

mately three months. There are also approximately 3,000

as much as possible from the general stock. On top of that,

ARGO drifters travelling the seas. They measure the condi-

there is a need for real nature conservation in the form of

tions of the upper 2,000 m of the oceans every ten days, but

large protected areas in the sea where fishing and other

they can only move with the currents.

forms of exploiting the sea are taboo.

In Kiel, we have high hopes of using groups of gliders.

In spite of the fishing ban, cod stocks off Newfoundland are

About a dozen gliders, working in parallel, scan a limited

not recovering, possibly because of the warming of the sea.

area of sea. That is a modern, relatively cost-effective way of

Is climate change the final blow for overfished stocks?

maritime research, which supplements exploring by ship.

Visbeck: Climate change is beneficial for certain types of

By 2.100, melting Greenland ice could slow down the Gulf

fish and detrimental to others. There are certain shifts in

Stream by 30 percent. Does that mean that Europe will

the ecosystems. Unfortunately, fish quotas were determined

experience an ice age in the Earth greenhouse?

according to the success of the previous catches and not

Visbeck: No, that‘s not the case. It is true that fresh water

through considerations of maintaining existing stocks. But

makes the surface layer lighter so that it is no longer thick

even before setting EU fish quotas scientific aspects are

and heavy enough to sink to deep depths even in winter. If

heard but are not the decisive factors. Knowledge-based

this sinking capacity is reduced further, less (warmer) water

methods do exist but often cannot be implemented because

will move north in the direction of Europe. If this density-

of political realities - and this leads to repeating the errors of

driven part of the Gulf Stream circulation were to be reduced

the past. In the 1940s and 1950s, fishing was industrialised

due to natural water inputs, this could indeed result in Europe

without the knowledge of where this would lead. We know

becoming one or two degrees colder. In fact, we expect deep

all about it today, but continue to do it in spite of that. The

circulation to diminish only as the climate warms up. That

fish we eat will increasingly come from fish farms. However,

means it would become warmer by only one to four instead

there are many harmful forms of fish farming. Of course, we

of three to six degrees.

promote sustainable ones.

The slowing down of the Gulf Stream, however, also
reduces its ability to absorb CO2. Do certain phenomena of
climate change intensify?

Will the voice of science be better received in terms of
climate protection than it is with quotas?

Visbeck: We hear the words but there is a lack of necessary

Visbeck: That is one the most exciting questions in climate

action. Climate change is, without doubt, a very big challenge

research. It is possible that the „second” ton of carbon dioxide

for humanity. But even if we are under pressure, we need to

emitted is more dangerous than the „first” one, because it

keep a cool head and not choose the next best solution. We

produces feedback effects. A weak Gulf Stream absorbs

are worried about instant solutions such as suggested ferti-

less greenhouse gas from the atmosphere and temperature

lising of the seas to buffer additional CO2. Such technical

increases faster. Warmed up, more stratified water can store

tricks are cheap in comparison to CO2 emission reductions

less CO2.

but in general one may only be replacing one evil with

These effects are very worrying. You want to develop a

another.

global sustainable management of the oceans. Does sustainability have a chance against vested interests against the
background of the countries competing for the treasures of
the Arctic?

Visbeck: That‘s a discussion that we foster in our project.
Economic interests are opposed to the interests of ocean as
a natural habitat often enough. The current competition is
partly due to the fact that the rules of the game on questions
such as which part of the seabed is allocated to which
countries and which is common good have only recently
been agreed. To date, there is no map of the seabed, agreed

Info
The interview was conducted by
Joachim Zießler
for the Landeszeitung Lüneburg on 11 January, 2008.
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The Founding Institutions
Christian-Albrechts-Universität zu Kiel
The Christian-Albrechts-Universität
zu Kiel (CAU) established the Cluster

Leibniz Institute of Marine
Sciences

of Excellence „The Future Ocean”

Who owns the ocean? What are

together with the Leibniz Institute

the consequences of the increasing

for Marine Sciences IFM-GEOMAR

acidification of the world ocean? Can

and integrated it into the research

marine organisms help us to defend

focus of marine- and earth sciences

severe diseases? These research

in

this

topics of the Cluster of Excellence

concept have paid off extremely well

„The Future Ocean” are also of high

Kiel.

Investments

into

for both parties. Several innovative

relevance to IFM-GEOMAR.

projects were realized and effective networks set up.

In terms of natural sciences, IFM-GEOMAR provides the back-

Important questions in the area of marine and earth science

bone of the cluster research. Although only four groups are

were already specified and resolved. From the promotion

directly located at the institute, namely Ocean Acidification,

of young researchers, via the Childrens University, to the

Seafloor Warming, Seafloor Resources and Submarine

transfer of application the cluster of excellence makes signi-

Hazards at Continental Margins, IFM-GEOMAR is also very

ficant contributions to strengthen the Kiel University within

active in most of the other areas of the cluster. The multi-

the national and international competition. The recent rise

disciplinary approach of the cluster is highly valuable to the

of the Kiel University into the top class among Germanys

four major research foci of IFM-GEOMAR that include the

universities in funding through the DFG can also be attri-

Role of the Ocean in Climate Change, Human Impact on

buted to the establishment of dedicated research foci at the

Marine Ecosystems, Living and Non-Living Marine Resources

university. An extension of the Future Ocean is therefore a

and Plate Tectonic Processes and Geological Hazards.

high priority goal, in order to be able to use the potential of

In 2008, major scientific interactions between the cluster

the developed networks for the solution of future-oriented

and IFM-GEOMAR appeared in the fields of ocean acidifi-

problems in marine- and geosciences.

cation (mesocoms experiments, cold water corals), oxygen
minimum zones (expeditions of RV Maria S. Merian and

Muthesius Academy of Fine Arts and Design

RV Meteor), seafloor warming (impact on gas hydrates in

The Muthesius academy of art (MKH)

subpolar regions) and living resources (sustained fisheries

is the only arts academy in Germany

and aquaculture). PhD students of IFM-GEOMAR got involved

being a member of a cluster of excel-

in the Integrated School on Ocean Sciences (ISOS) for cross-

lence. This special position opens

disciplinary networking within the cluster.

particular perspectives for the supra-

In addition to the science, IFM-GEOMAR supported very

regional perception of the MKH and

actively public outreach projects of the cluster, in particular

the advancement of a profile within

the exhibition „The Future Ocean” and the Children University.

the

Through the cooperation within the Cluster of Excellence „The

field of „artistic research”. The

representation,

visualization

and

communication of research processes

Future Ocean” the cutting-edge basis in marine sciences is
broadened by scientific, legal und economic aspects.

and scientific results leading to a visual Corporate Identity
of the Future Ocean are among the core competences of
the MKH. Such tasks strengthen the external visibility of
Kiel Marine Science. The successful co-operation will reach a

Kiel Institute for the
World Economy
As

an

international

center

for

peak during the Future Ocean exhibition and accompanying

research in global economic affairs

events in the Deutsches Museum in Munich 2010. Artistic

the Kiel Institute for the World

practice is usually tied to subjective perception. Contem-

Economy

porarily culturally important processes are abstracted from

solutions

direct perception through their global character and block

global economic affairs. With its

the access to artistic reality. For the MKH it is therefore in

research activities the Kiel Institute

engages
to

urgent

in

creating

problems

in

its vital interest to give teachers and students access to

has a profound scientific basis to

this research to allow for independent artistic work. The

advise decision makers in policy, business, and society and

oceans are a space of elementary importance for mankind.

to inform the broader public about important developments

Therefore, as an academy of arts, we feel an utter obligation

in international economic policy.

to actively take part at the research and communication of
the related topics.

The oceans play an important role for humans as an
economic resource base by providing fish or minerals and

ANNUAL REPORT 2008
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below the seafloor oil and natural gas. They are also the

This interdisciplinary approach has brought our research

backbone of economic globalization as they provide the

on global economic affairs closer to the societal needs for

medium to transport the vast majority of internationally

science based advice to decision makers and information of

traded goods. Besides these economic aspects the oceans

society.

also provide services that influence human welfare by

The research collaboration in the cluster of excellence has

absorbing CO2 emissions as well by providing opportunities

not only provided a fruitful cooperation of the Kiel Institute

for recreation, values that are not reflected in markets but

with the partners on ocean research, it has also gone beyond

are equally important.

the oceans. The Leibniz Institute for Marine Sciences and

The Cluster of Excellence „The Future Ocean” gives us the

the Kiel Institute have founded the Kiel Earth Institute as a

unique opportunity to integrate economic analyses with the

virtual research institute that will carry forward the spirit of

research insights from natural sciences, humanities, and law.

the Future Ocean to other integrative research topics.

Christian-Albrechts-Universität zu Kiel

Kiel Institute for the World Economy

The

Christian-Albrechts-

The

Kiel

is

only

in

centers for Research in

full

university

one

of

Institute

Universität zu Kiel is the

the

major

Schleswig-Holstein. It is

global economic affairs,

home to more than 22,000

economic

students as well as 2,000

and economic education.

university teachers and

The

policy

Institute

advice
regards

researchers. From A for

research into potentially

Agricultural Sciences to Z for Zoology, the university currently

innovative solutions to urgent problems of the world economy

offers around 80 different subjects of study.

as its main task. On the basis of this research work, it advises

Creating links among the different scientific cultures is the

decision makers in politics, the economy and society, and

top priority at Kiel University. After all, reality that is reflected

keeps the interested public informed on important matters

in scientific research is multi-layered and complex and so are

of economic policy. As a portal to world economic research, it

the research focuses of the university: marine and geological

manages a broadly cast network of national and international

sciences, life sciences, cultural spaces as well as nanosci-

experts, whose research work flows directly or indirectly into

ences and surfaces. During its nearly 350-year history, the

the Kiel Institute‘s research and advisory activities.

Christian-Albrechts-Universität zu Kiel is closely linked with

The Kiel Institute attaches particular value to economic

the city of Kiel. Together with the university hospital it is now

education and further training and co-operates with the

the largest employer in the region.

world‘s largest library in the economic and social sciences.

Leibniz Institute of Marine Sciences
The
of

Leibniz
Marine

the

Founded on 1st January

Sciences

(IFM-GEOMAR)
of

Muthesius Academy of Fine Arts and Design
Institute

world’s

is

2005,

one

Academy

leading

and

the
of

Design

Muthesius
Fine
in

Arts

Kiel

is

institutes in the field of

Germany‘s northernmost

marine

The

and youngest school of

investigates

higher education devoted

institute
the

sciences.

chemical,

physical,

to the systematic study of

biological and geological processes of the seafloor, oceans

art and design. Thanks to an innovative course structure,

and ocean margins and their interactions with the atmos-

the Academy‘s concept features a diverse programme of

phere. This broad spectrum makes IFM-GEOMAR unique in

curriculum options in the fields of art, spatial strategies and

Germany. Additionally, the institute has successfully bridged

design. The history of the Academy began in 1907 with the

the gap between basic and applied science in a number of

founding of separate classes in artistic design at the School

research areas. IFM-GEOMAR has four major research foci:

of Applied Arts, the Muthesius Academy. It is a story of

Ocean Circulation and Climate Dynamics, Marine Biogeoche-

constant, gradual change in both curriculum and academic

mistry, Marine Ecology and Dynamics of the Ocean Floor.

structure. The newly founded Academy of Fine Arts and

Four research vessels, large-scale seagoing equipment such

Design will offer approximately 400 places for students.

as the manned submersible JAGO, the unmanned deep-sea

The Art Academy‘s size enables it to offer project-oriented

robots ROV Kiel 6000 and AUV Abyss as well as state-of-

and practical instruction in small groups - a tradition harking

the-art laboratories, analytical facilities, and a hierarchy of

back to the days of the Muthesius Academy - as well as close

numerical models provide a unique basis for excellent marine

contact between instructors and students. Modern media

research. With a number of internationally-based curricula

play no less important a role than that of the traditional

the Institute actively contributes to educating young scien-

canons of art and design.

tists in the field of marine sciences.
IFM-GEOMAR is a member of the Leibniz Association, the
German Marine Research Consortium (KDM) and the Marine
Board of the European Science Foundation.
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About the Future Ocean
Motivation
The ocean hosts our planet’s largest ecosystem, helps
regulate the composition of the atmosphere and global
climate, and provides mankind with essential living and
non-living resources. Coastal regions are home to the
majority of the world’s population and the open seas are key
to global trade and security and a source of major natural
hazards. In short, the global ocean is vital for human welfare
now and in the future. But mankind is altering the oceans
in both direct and indirect ways and on a global scale. The
alteration started with fishing which has already drastically
changed the global marine ecosystem. Human impact now
extends from regional changes, such as alteration of coastal

Figure 1 | Members and employees of the Cluster of Excellence „The Future Ocean“.

and deep sea habitats, to global scale impact on marine life,
ocean circulation and carbon cycling through emission of CO2

results. Thirdly the Future Ocean fosters a fast-track funding

and other pollutants.

concept, where money for start-up proposals, travel, confe-

The Future Ocean therefore is the recognition of mankind’s

rences, and funds to invite renowned colleagues to Kiel can

increasing dependency on the ocean in the context of our

be applied for. The Future Ocean also issues its own scientific

increasing power to alter it. These two factors imply a need

proposal calls in order to be able to quickly respond to the

to understand our environment in order to be able to predict

latest scientific developments in the most flexible way. All

and manage. They also imply a need to educate, in order to

these proposals are fully reviewed externally to ensure the

make the next generation aware of the need for responsible

highest quality in science.

and sustainable use of the ocean. We need tools to be able to
decide, whether to adapt to, or to mitigate the changes that

Structural Elements of the Future Ocean

we have already set in motion.

Implementation
The Cluster of Excellence „The Future Ocean” was proposed
in spring and funded in fall 2006, in response to a general
call for proposals by the German Research Foundation
(DFG)

within

the

framework

of

the

Excellence

Initi-

ative by the german federal and state governments. The
visions formulated in the proposal were deeply affecting

	The thirteen Junior Research Groups form the scientific core of „The Future Ocean“. These newly established
groups are funded to investigate bridging topics between
classical disciplines. They are equipped with sufficient
funds to support whole working groups for up to 6 years.
The JRG leaders hold professorships which have a tenure
option.

research, university structures, administration and science
management in Kiel and demonstrated the firm commitment
of the university and its partners, to advance to a new,
modern level of science organization in Kiel. Since then many
activities have been directed to implement the envisioned

	The platform concept consolidates certain types of
technical infrastructure under a single roof, enabling
researchers to access available and needed instruments
easily.

research framework.
To enhance the already existing research environment the
Future Ocean comprises several components interlocked
within each other to form a structure allowing scientists to
perform at their best. It is designed around funding instruments promoting research in marine and related science in
Kiel. Core of this structure are thirteen new junior research
groups, all working at the interface between traditional
scientific disciplines. These groups are bridging traditional
marine sciences with its aspects in biology, chemistry,
physics, geology, and previously loosely related subjects like

Research projects, travel, visitors and conferences can
be funded through a fast track internal proposal process.
Project proposals undergo an external review process
before funding.
	The Integrated School of Ocean Science supports
graduate students with soft skill courses targeted to
prepare for a future life in marine science, industry or at a
non-governmental organization (NGO).

economy, medicine, law, molecular biology and computer
science. Secondly a platform concept was established, setting
up four research platforms, supporting all researchers with
the technical infrastructure needed to deliver world class

	The public outreach project promotes marine sciences
to the general public, but also fosters exchange of internal
information within the Future Ocean.
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By spring 2008 all junior research groups have started

projects from 27 to 41. Subsequently in summer 2008 the

operating. Within 2008 all groups successfully hired most of

fourth proposal call was issued. By the end of 2008 the Future

the required personnel and begun to work on their related

Ocean funded 57 cluster proposals. Overall it can be stated,

scientific questions. Some initial results are already presented

that the Future Ocean has initiated a tremendous array of

in this report. Also within 2008 the granted projects from

large and small initiatives, creating a positive forward orien-

the third proposal call 2007-2 began their work, while older

tated spirit in Kiel’s research landscape. It has sparked several

projects were ongoing, pushing the number of active cluster

spin-off projects, like the marine oxygen focussed SFB 754
and the CO2 Sequestration project SUGAR, both supported

Future Ocean Partner Projects in Kiel

by „The Future Ocean” with seed-money funding to develop
the research proposals. The Future Ocean is guided by the
underlying principle to provide the most effective service

	SFB 574 - The Collaborative Research Center (Sonderforschungsbereich) SFB 574, funded by the German Research
Foundation, investigates the pathways and fluxes of fluids
and volatile components (carbon, sulfur, halogens, and
water) through subduction zones. Major aims include the
evaluation of processes controlling subduction recycling,
the effects of these volatiles on the climate and the geochemical evolution of the hydrosphere and atmosphere, as
well as origin and causes of natural hazards.
	SFB 754 - The Collaborative Research Center SFB 754
addresses „Climate-Biogeochemistry Interactions in the
Tropical Ocean“. Since spring 2008 it is in its first phase
which lasts until 2011. The key research of the SFB 754
includes subsurface dissolved oxygen in the tropical
ocean and its response to variability in ocean circulation
and ventilation, the sensitivity and feedback mechanisms
linking low or variable oxygen levels and key nutrient
source and sink mechanisms in the benthos and the water
column, and studies on the magnitudes and time scales of
past, present and likely future variations in oceanic oxygen
and nutrient levels on various spatial scales.
	SUGAR - In summer 2008, the SUGAR project (Submarine
Gas Hydrate Reservoirs) was launched in Germany. The
project aims to produce natural gas from marine methane
hydrates and to sequester carbon dioxide (CO2) from
power plants and other industrial sources as CO2-hydrate
in marine sediments. The project has 30 institutional
partners from academia and industries and is coordinated
at the Kiel-based Leibniz Institute of Marine Sciences
(IFM-GEOMAR).

and infrastructure, to support marine science to develop a
thorough understanding of the future of our oceans.

Supporting Kiel Marine Sciences
Attracting students to study marine sciences is one of the
central goals of the Future Ocean. To promote this, a multilevel strategy is applied, addressing all levels of society from
the general public, to the education in schools and offering
events for children, to the active support of masters- and
graduate students. In 2008 the general public was addressed
through various events and public displays of marine
research. This was sometimes done in conjunction with
state government organized events like the annual German
reunion day on October 3, but also through special exhibitions like the display in the International Maritime Museum
in Hamburg and on scientific congresses like the American
Geophysical Union’s Fall (AGU) meeting in December 2007.
The Future Ocean successfully addressed schools and
teachers directly by providing marine science practice
boxes to schools in Schleswig-Holstein, to enable teachers
to integrate this topic into their classes in a practical and
demonstrative manner.

This activity is complemented by

the organization of the 2008 Children University on marine
sciences in Kiel (page 58), offering public lectures targeted
at for children aged 8-14 and 12-16. Overall these activities
have been very successful so far. It was recognizable that the
public did indeed identify itself with the themes of the Future
Ocean, and local citizens are proud to hear that researchers
in Kiel and Schleswig-Holstein are actively providing research
to tackle many of the critical environmental questions ahead.
Monitoring the press and public expressions it was also
realized that Kiel is more and more recognized as the leading
location for marine science in Germany, a circumstance that
is intended and which the Future Ocean strives to expand on.
Last but not least an important goal of the Future Ocean is,

KEI – Kiel Earth Institute: Kiel Earth Institute (KEI) is
a virtual institution designed to research key issues of
global change and its socio-economical consequences.
Globalisation of economic activities, the scarcity of natural
resources, and a changing environment are challenges all
modern societies have to face. The idea for KEI emerged
from an intensive cooperation between the Leibniz
Institute of Marine Sciences (IFM-GEOMAR) and the Kiel
Institute for the World Economy (IfW) within the scope of
the Cluster of Excellence „The Future Ocean”. Bringing
together research and decision-making for societal needs
in the area of global change is the main task for KEI.

to establish Kiel Marine Sciences as a trademark for highest
class marine research not only in Germany, but on a global
level, a goal that we pursue within the upcoming years.
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Research themes
| The mission of the cluster of excellence is, to address the future ocean in its entirety with respect to climate,
ecosystems, resources and hazards. To achieve this, the scientific structure has been designed as two major research
themes, subdivided into research topics (Fig. 1). The research themes are titled „The Ocean in the Greenhouse World”
and „Marine Resources and Risks”. Both themes document the future oriented approach of the research, aiming to
predict and advise rather than to document and explain what has happened. This notion is also intended to be the glue
between the projects as predictions rather require a completely different view of the earth, than documenting the
current or historic state. The research themes are supported by several platforms, installations of infrastructure which
in principle are open for use by any scientific member of the Future Ocean.

The Ocean in the Greenhouse World

the existing expertise in past ocean climate proxy research

The oceanic response to anthropogenic greenhouse gas

and uses ocean and climate models in order to reconcile

emissions is investigated under the theme „The Ocean in

observational records from past climates with dynamically

the Greenhouse World”. The combined oceanic response

consistent climate scenarios. In „Sea Surface Chemistry”

to this forcing is complex and includes large-scale changes

physical chemical structures and interactions at and near the

in ecosystem structure and ocean circulation. The internal

air-sea interface are studied, including reactions important

cycling of carbon, nutrients and oxygen within the ocean

for understanding the ocean’s response to the changing

and physical exchange of greenhouse gas, heat, water and

composition of the surface ocean and troposphere. Here,

momentum across the air-sea and ocean-seafloor inter-

new linkages between physical and theoretical chemistry

faces are also affected by anthropogenic greenhouse gas

and marine science are being established. The changes

emissions and global climate change. Internal oceanic

predicted for the future ocean by the described projects have

feedbacks may amplify the external anthropogenic forcing

considerable implications for human welfare. Ocean carbon

with largely unknown consequences for oceans, global

sequestration (on-going or deliberate) is important for an

climate, and human society. „The Ocean in the Greenhouse

evaluation of carbon abatement strategies and global carbon

World” encompasses basic and applied research into these

management accounting. The economic and human welfare

roles and responses of the oceans in the Greenhouse World.

implications of future ocean change are the focus of a project

The overarching questions of this research theme are:

titled „Valuing the Ocean”, which takes advantage of the
existing economic expertise at IfW and the scientific insight

What are the biological and chemical responses of the

provided by other parts of the Future Ocean. This project is

ocean to changing atmospheric composition?

strategically placed at the interface between basic scientific

How do ocean circulation and the ocean ecosystem interact

insight, quantitative assessment, and socio-economic under-

with altered radiative forcing?

standing to produce evaluations of the human-dimension

What is the ocean’s capacity for current and future

implications of future ocean change.

mitigation of atmospheric CO2 increase?
What are the implications of these changes to the
marine system for human welfare and greenhouse gas
management?
Seven research topics have been defined as projects.
„Ocean Acidification” is establishing new linkages between
expertise in marine biology and geochemistry and related
physiological and biochemical expertise at Kiel. It is intended
to improve the mechanistic understanding of the response
of marine organisms to elevated CO2 and decreased pH.
Warming of intermediate-depth waters has the potential
to drive major changes in seafloor processes, including
accelerated decomposition of methane hydrates and as
yet unknown effects on benthic ecosystems. The „Seafloor
Warming” project addresses this issue by combining expertise
in benthic ecology and geochemistry with new observational

Resources
and Risks

Greenhouse
Oceans

Ocean Acidification

Fisheries and
Overfishing

Seafloor Warming

Marine Medicine

Oceanic CO2-Uptake

Ocean Circulation
CO2 Sequestration

Seafloor
Resources

Integrated
School of
Ocean Sciences

Submarine
Hazards

Public Outreach
Sea-Surface
Chemistry

Transfer to
Application

Valuing the Ocean

Sea-Level Rise and
Coasts at Risk

Law of the Sea

Research Platforms

technologies. „Oceanic CO2 Uptake“ builds on expertise in
ocean modeling, marine carbon observations and synthesis
in a new partnership with research on advanced numerical
techniques. The goal is to improve our ability to quantify
the current and future anthropogenic CO2 uptake of the
ocean. The „Ocean Circulation” project takes advantage of

Numerical
Simulation

Tracer
Analysis

Molecular
Technology

Ocean
Observatories

Figure 1 | Structure of the Cluster of Excellence „The Future Ocean“ consisting
of the research themes Greenhouse Ocean (green) and Resources and Risks
(red), central services (light blue) and the infrastructure platforms (dark blue).
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Marine Resources and Risks

to develop new tools to assess the vulnerability and resilience

The second research theme of the Future Ocean deals with

of coastal zone communities. The socio-economic relevance

„Marine Resources and Risks”. It focuses on the understanding

of coastal change and risk assessment led to the estab-

and management of marine resources and the assessment of

lishment of two new research groups on „Sea-level Rise and

hazards. Oceans provide resources and services to mankind,

Coastal Erosion” and „Risk Assessment in the Coastal Zone”

such as fish and seafood, genetic resources for medical

covering these important fields. While the former concen-

purposes, fossil fuels and minerals. However, the sea is also

trates on rapid physical and morphological changes at those

a source of hazards through tsunamis, storm surges and

coasts of the world being severely under stress by natural

sea-level rise. These opportunities and risks pose several

or anthropogenic impacts, the latter focuses on techniques

general questions:

to assess and evaluate risks and hazards in coastal areas
under various stresses. Finally the „Law of the Sea” project

Which

physical,

chemical,

biological,

and

geological

strengthens the expertise in maritime law contributing to the

mechanisms lead to the evolution of certain resources?

development of new laws for the sustainable use of marine

What are the mechanisms that lead to marine hazards

resources based on a sound understanding of the oceanic

threatening coastal population?

ecosystem. The link between the topics of „Marine Resources

Are ocean organisms a model system for human diseases

and Risks” is the focus on marine resources and risks for

providing a new tool in medical research?

human society. Therefore, the economic and legal aspects

How should ocean resources be managed in a sustainable

bridge the six topics and create a unique scientific network

manner and which institutional and legal frameworks are

being capable of developing innovative and comprehensive

necessary for such endeavors?

approaches in the investigation and management of marine

How can risks be assessed, how can damages from

resources and risks.

hazardous events be evaluated, and which countermeasures
can be taken to mitigate these?

Organization of „the future ocean“

The „Fishery and Overfishing” project evaluates marine

The cluster’s Executive Committee is responsible for the
overall management of the cluster of excellence and
is accountable to the Cluster Council and the General
Assembly. It consists of the Chair, the Vice Chair, the two
speakers of the research platforms and representatives
from the research themes. The Council of the cluster of
excellence gives advice to the Executive Committee on
all strategic decisions, such as scientific priorities, yearly
budget planning and monitoring criteria. The Council
comprises the two leading proponents of each research
topic and research platform, the leader of each JRG, the
Presidents of Kiel University and Muthesius Academy of
Fine Arts, the Directors of IFM-GEOMAR and IfW, as well
as the Chair and Vice-Chair of the Executive Committee.
An external Advisory Board acts as an independent quality-control and advice body to evaluate the progress of the
project. It consists of ten leading scientists, both national
and international, reflecting expertise of all clusterrelevant research fields. Additional members are
appointed to evaluate the cluster’s outreach to the general
public, stake-holders and industries. The central service
office provides necessary support for project management
and monitoring activities. It also supports the public
outreach and technology transfer activities and the Integrated School of Ocean Sciences (ISOS).

management with a special focus on multispecies interaction
and the link between commercial species, non-commercial
species, and the ecosystem. Marine life and fisheries are
presently studied, but have not previously been linked to
economic expertise. Building on this expertise, a research
group was established to improve the management strategies
of fish stocks and fisheries, incorporating economic, legal,
and scientific aspects. Scientists from medical and natural
sciences join in the „Marine Medicine” project to study
marine organisms as model systems to gain a better understanding of the mechanisms triggering human diseases.
The new JRG applies a genomics approach to investigate
the evolution and function of orthologs to human susceptibility genes for barrier dysfunction in marine organisms
from diverse phyla. This approach is possible because the
genes causing barrier diseases have been conserved through
evolution. As an ultimate goal, the knowledge required in
the marine model organisms will be applied to develop
novel therapeutic or preventive strategies for human barrier
disorders. The study of the occurrence and formation of
marine resources, such as gas hydrates and hydrothermal
deposits, is an important focus of research in Kiel. Further
expertise is needed in the area of fluid flow and coupled
reactions, which are responsible for the formation of these
deposits. This aspect is addressed by a modeling-oriented
working group titled „Seafloor Resources” which serves
as a link to existing research groups in this field. Despite
growing concerns regarding submarine earthquakes, slumps
and slides and their consequences, such as the triggering of

Funding

tsunamis, marine seismology is not an established discipline

Supporting
Institutions

in Germany. To close this gap, the „Submarine Hazards”

Christian-Albrechts
University Kiel

research group was established, which addresses submarine

IFM-GEOMAR

hazards at continental margins. To strengthen the existing

Kiel Institute for
the World Economy

groups investigating sea-level change, coastal evolution and
coastal zone management tasks, new expertise is needed to
analyze physical-morphological changes in coastal seas and

Council

German Science
Foundation (DFG)

Organs
General Member
Assembly

Executive
Committee

Advisory
Board
Quality
Management

Central
Service
Office

Working
Family &
Employment Panels
Data
Management

Muthesius
Acad. of Fine Arts
Transfer to
Application
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Advisory Panels

Public
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Project Statistics
| After little over two years, 2008 is the first year in the lifetime of the cluster of excellence where all working groups are
completely staffed and running for the major part of the year. It can hence be assumed, that the current structure will
more or less prevail for the upcoming project years. Although it is a little too early to compare performance data from
several years, this is a good chance to take a look at some basic parameters of the Future Ocean project, which may
give some indication for progress and performance. These parameters are staffing, funding, international networking
through travel and visiting scientists, and publications.
Personnel Structure

taken by the university, which is itself is certified as a family

During 2008 the personnel structure of the Future Ocean

friendly university. To evaluate and monitor activities in equal

has stabilized compared to the initial years. Staffing of the

opportunity employment the Future Ocean maintains a panel

junior research groups and projects is complete. The Future

dealing with related issues, collecting ideas and suggesting

Ocean experiences a significant but stable amount of fluctu-

improvements where applicable. This makes us confident

ation of employees due to new cluster projects being funded

that the gender structure will change in the future reflecting

and at the same time projects expiring. Throughout 2008 the

effords towards an overall gender equality throughout the

Future Ocean employed 120 people, 61 female, and 59 male.

university and the marine sciences in Kiel.

Some of them were not employed throughout the whole
year 2008, but overall the Future Ocean maintains a basic
personnel level of about 120 people. Scientific personnel falls

Budget and Funding
In 2007, when the Junior Research groups, the backbone
of the Future Ocean, were just being formed, personnel

into three main groups (Fig. 1):

costs have naturally been low, investments and expenses
thirteen junior research group leaders (31% female)

for equipment were comparatively high. In 2008, the level

thirty-two post-doc scientists (38% female)

of expenses, personnel vs. material and administration has

fifty graduate students (58% female)

adjusted to the standard working level. In 2008 the projects
running had access to first-class equipment through the

In

addition

technical

and

administrative

personnel

is employed, twenty-five people in total (64% female).

technical platforms, they could pick from the most gifted
scientists available and the Future Ocean supporting infra-

Overall the gender structure of the project quite accurately

structure strove to offer the best possible support available

reflects the overall situation at the university. While there

for any upcoming projects. The overall budget available was

is an overall higher percentage of women at the graduate

about 5.5M €.

student level, the numbers decrease towards the post-doc
and group leader levels. This is despite the cluster taking

The direct scientific costs fell into three major categories
(Fig. 2):

a number of measures for equal opportunity employment,
to attract in particular qualified women into higher level

Junior Research Groups (2.56M €)

positions. Among these are child-care facilities for children

Future Ocean Research projects (1.55M €)

under three years and dual career options financed by the

Technical platforms (0.15M €)

Future Ocean complemented by other measures under-
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Figure 1 | Personnel structure of the Future Ocean in 2008.

Figure 2 | Overview of cluster fund allocation.
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Figure 3 | Duration of visits from foreign colleagues.

About 0.965M € were spent for miscellaneous structural and

Figure 4 | Total days spent abroad for research visits by Future Ocean members
and employees.

PublicationS

supporting expenses. These were i.e. project administration,

Within the second year of the Future Ocean, simple publi-

public outreach activities, graduate education (Integrated

cation statistics can be calculated on the Future Ocean relevant

School of Ocean Sciences), transfer-to-application projects,

articles published. Overall cluster publications spanned

travel-, conference-, and visiting scientist support grants.

the whole range of scientific journals, from geoscience to

As some working groups were still built up within the first

economic literature, from biogeochemistry to toxicology.

months of 2008, a significant amount of money was not

Fig. 5 shows the numbers of articles for the eleven journals,

spent within 2008. Therefore about 0.5M € were carried

Future Ocean researchers published most frequently in.

over into the FY 2009 budget with permission of the German

Most of these are from earth science, geophysics, but also

Research Foundation (DFG).

from Nature and Nature geoscience, illustrating the overall
focus of the cluster of excellence on marine science. The

International Networking

statistics of the coming years wil show whether the focus wil

Although the Future Ocean is a relatively new project, the

stay within this field, or if the new research groups will shift

ties into the international community in marine sciences

the main publication venues towards a broader spectrum of

are well established through the Leibniz Institute for Marine

journals.

Science and the Christian-Albrechts-Universität zu Kiel.
A simple measure of this is the amount of exchange that
members and employees have with foreign scientists.
In 2008 the members of the Future Ocean had 53 scientific
14

visitors in total. The term of their stay in Kiel is summa-

12

rized in Fig. 3. Although about 50% of all visitors stay

countries. Fig. 4 shows where Future Ocean members and
employees went for research visits in 2008. Researchers
spent time in twenty-two foreign countries. Most visits were
at institutions in the USA, however, significant time was also
spent in China, France and Sweden.
Overall these figures document, that the Future Ocean
project is networking intensively within the global scientific
community. The project is actively exchanging knowledge,
experience and personnel with other institutions on a global
level, an important prerequisite to deliver top level results
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Analysis of this data by country and visitor days shows,
that the most intense collaboration exists with Israel, the

Ariticles

more extended research visits of two weeks or more.

8
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for a week or less, a significant number of colleagues stay for

in science.

Figure 5 | The eleven most freqently used journals Future Ocean researchers
published in in 2008.
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The
Research
„Human beings, who are almost
unique in having the ability to learn
from the experience of others, are
also remarkable for their apparent
disinclination to do so.“
					Douglas Adams

20

Ocean acidification
and marine animal
physiology
| The members of the ocean acidification group investigate basic mechanisms that contribute to marine animal
sensitivity to future ocean acidification. Using ecological, physiological, biochemical and molecular biological methods,
both, in laboratory and in field settings, they try to gain a cause and effect based understanding of crucial processes
that define vulnerability to elevated seawater pCO2. By comparing characteristics of more tolerant model groups like
decapod crustaceans and cephalopods with those of more sensitive groups like echinoderms and bivalves they aim
at identifying traits that promote sensitivity vs. tolerance. The current working hypothesis states that active animals
with high metabolic rates evolved several traits as high ion-regulatory capacities, pH compensation mechanisms and
tolerance of high blood / hemolymph / coelomic fluid pCO2. These might make them less susceptible to future change
in the ocean carbonate system than more hypo-metabolic taxa.

Process at very slow rate

100 µm

Anthropogenic emissions are changing the ocean’s carbonate system speciation. By the year 2300, maximum
decreases in surface ocean pH of up to 0.7 units (pCO2
1900 µatm / 0.19 kPa) can be expected. Understanding the
effects of these anticipated changes on marine animal performance / fitness is difficult, as there obviously is much time
to select for tolerant genotypes. Thus, the working group
is following a dual strategy by carrying out (a) laboratory
based CO2 perturbation studies (days-months duration)
to assess physiological responses and by simultaneously
studying (b) physiological adaptations of animals exposed
to naturally elevated seawater pCO2 levels. Interestingly,
a suitable naturally CO2 enriched region could be identified
in Kiel Fjord, with pCO2 ranging between 1000-2000 µatm

Figure 2 | High concentration of ion transporters in cephalopod gill epithelia –
Na+/K+-ATPase, the motor of gill ion exchange, stained red with antibody and
fluorescent dye (Hu, Charmantier, Melzner, in prep.).

(0.1-0.2 kPa) during most of the year.

1 x CO2
A

2 x CO2

seawater pCO2: 0.04 kPa

seawater pCO2: 0.08 kPa

unicell / gamete
zygote

unicell / gamete
zygote

% change
in pCO2e:

Tolerance of marine animals
In

general,

marine

ectothermic

metazoans

with

an

extensive extracellular fluid volume may be less vulnerable
to future acidification as their cells are already exposed to

+100 %

much higher pCO2 values (0.1-0.4 kPa, 1000-4000 µatm)
than those of unicellular organisms and gametes, for which

B

seawater pCO2: 0.04 kPa

the ocean (0.04 kPa, 400 µatm) is the extracellular space.

seawater pCO2: 0.08 kPa

blood pCO2: 0.2 kPa

blood pCO2: 0.24 kPa

metazoan cells

metazoan cells

A doubling in environmental pCO2 therefore only represents
+20 %

a 10% change in extracellular pCO2 in some marine teleosts
(Fig. 1). High extracellular pCO2 values are to some degree
related to high metabolic rates, as diffusion gradients need

C

to be high in order to excrete an amount of CO2 that is

seawater pCO2: 0.04 kPa

seawater pCO2: 0.08 kPa

egg fluid pCO2: 0.2 kPa

egg fluid pCO2: 0.24 kPa

directly proportional to the amount of CO2 consumed. In

blood pCO2: 0.4 kPa

blood pCO2: 0.44 kPa

active metazoans, such as teleost fish, cephalopods and

metazoan cells

metazoan cells

+10 %

many brachyuran crustaceans, exercise induced increases in
metabolic rate require an efficient ion-regulatory machinery
for CO2 excretion and acid-base regulation, especially when

Figure 1 | Schematic illustration of changes in extracellular pCO2 that a cell
of a marine organism is encountering when ocean pCO2 is increasing from
0.04 kPa (ca. 400 µatm) to 0.08 kPa (ca. 800 µatm). While unicellular organisms
experience a 100% increase in pCO2 (A), metazoan cells (B) and metazoan cells
in eggs (C) experience less of a relative change in pCO2. This might influence
vulnerability to future changes in ocean pCO2 (Melzner et al. in print).

anaerobic metabolism is involved and metabolic protons
leak into the blood. These ion-transport systems, which are
located in highly developed gill epithelia, form the basis for
efficient compensation of pH disturbances during exposure
to elevated environmental pCO2 (Fig. 2).
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Figure 3 | Growth and calcification is not impaired by elevated seawater pCO2.
Animals grow exponentially during 40 day growth trials. Calcification (bars)
even seems to be positively influenced by elevated seawater pCO2 (Gutowska
et al. 2008).

may be pre-adapted to coping with elevated pCO2 values
(they can encounter pCO2 values of up to 4000 µatm in
their egg fluid), pelagic larvae of many echinoderms have
been shown to react very sensitive to moderately elevated
seawater pCO2. A decrease in pH by 0.4 units significantly
reduces developmental speed and calcification rate in sea

pH regulation, calcification and growth

urchin (S. droebachiensis and S. purpuratus) larvae. Current

Work in 2008 mainly focused on the establishment of experi-

activities in the ocean acidification group focus on the under-

mental- and animal holding facilities. In addition, important

lying molecular biological mechanisms that elicit these

first experiments on acid-base and ion homeostasis, as well

reductions in fitness.

as on calcification were accomplished in the sea urchin Strongylocentrotus droebachiensis, the mussel Mytilus edulis, the

Collaborations and networks

sea star Asterias rubens and the cephalopod Sepia officinalis.

The working group is collaborating with several other

Within these species, only the cephalopod is able to stabilize

groups within the Cluster of Excellence „The Future Ocean”,

extracellular pH by means of rapid bicarbonate accretion.

especially the marine medicine group (molecular biology,

It also is the only one to maintain rates of metabolism,

shared sequencing efforts), the ecology, geology and

growth and calcification at seawater pCO2 values of up to

chemistry departments at IFM-GEOMAR, as well as the

0.6 kPa / 6000 µatm (Fig. 3). In contrast, the sea urchin and

Institute of Physiology at Christian-Albrechts Universität zu

the mussel suffer from decreased rates of calcification under

Kiel. All work on echinoderm larval physiology and ecology

similar conditions and are not (mussel) or only partly (sea

is carried out in close collaboration with colleagues from the

urchin) able to control their extracellular pH (Fig. 4). Further

University of Göteborg, Sweden. Work on the characteri-

work will mainly focus on biochemical and molecular biolo-

zation of ion-regulatory epithelia is performed in collaboration

gical mechanisms that are crucial for pH homeostasis and

with Guy Charmantier’s working group at the University of

calcification.

Montpellier, France. The research on ocean acidification is
embedded into the European Project on Ocean Acidification

Embryonic-, larval stage and CO 2
While embryonic stages of some marine invertebrates

(EPOCA) and national Biological Impacts of Ocean Acidification (BIOACID) projects.

with a prolonged embryonic development within egg capsules

Working group
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What happens
when the
gashydrates are
melting?
| The global temperature rise affects gas hydrates in the Arctic Ocean. The Junior Research Group (JRG) „Seafloor
Warming“ investigates the consequences of temperature increases at the seafloor caused by global warming. One of
our major topics is the potential destabilization of submarine gas hydrates in Arctic regions. In shallow Arctic shelf
regions, hydrates are mainly stabilized by cold temperatures rather than by hydrostatic pressure. Here, only slight
temperature increases could cause the destabilization of major hydrate reservoirs. Melting of gas hydrates could
release large quantities of methane, a very potent greenhouse gas, into the atmosphere. Our research group aims at
understanding the physical and biogeochemical processes that are connected with temperature-induced gas hydrate
dissociation in marine sediments and to predict how much methane could be liberated.
Modeling gas-hydrate dissociation
For the first time a one-dimensional reactive transport
model was developed that considers multiple phases of
methane (hydrate, gaseous and dissolved), heat transfer in
each phase, and biogeochemical reactions in the sediment.
In a first modeling approach we started with a sediment
column, which had thickness of 100 m and contained initially
only gas hydrates and sediment. Over the course of 100
years, temperature at the sediment-water interface was
set to increase linearly by 3°C. Modeling revealed that heat
transfer into the sediment will cause a steady temperature
increase in the sediment column (Fig. 1A). After 20 years,
gas hydrates situated below the sediment-water interface
will start to dissociate (Fig. 1B). The melting process
consumes heat and slows down seafloor warming. After 100

Figure 1 | Results of the gas-hydrate dissociation model. A-C: Changes in temperature, gas hydrate volume, and free gas volume over time and depth; D: Development of the gas hydrate inventory over time including free and dissolved
gas as well as microbial consumption.

years, more than 30 m of the gas hydrates will be melted
and large quantities of methane will be released (Fig. 1C).
Half of the released methane will directly enter the hydro-

Microorganisms and CO3 precipitation

sphere in gaseous form (Fig. 1D). The rest of the methane

When methane is released from dissociating gas hydrates

remains in the sediment mostly as free gas. Only a minor

it migrates through sediment and water towards the atmos-

fraction dissolves into the pore water and will be consumed

phere. While traveling, dissolved parts of methane can

by microorganisms. The model is a first theoretical attempt

be consumed by microorganisms. In anoxic sediments, a

to simulate gas hydrate dissociation in sediments and will be

microbial process called anaerobic oxidation of methane

modified for applications in natural systems.

(AOM)

turns

methane

with

sulfate

into

bicarbonate

and sulfide. Bicarbonate usually precipitates as calcium
carbonate – a long-term sink of methane. In the oxygenated
water column a different group of microorganisms mediates
aerobic oxidation of methane (MOx) by consuming methane
with oxygen under the formation of carbon dioxide. The
release of carbon dioxide causes a decrease in pH and could
initiate carbonate dissolution. Our JRG investigates carbonate
formation and dissolution processes connected to microbial
methane consumption. Gained data will help to understand
biogeochemical processes connected to gas hydrate dissociation. In a first attempt we focused on the effect of MOx
on carbonate dissolution. Carbonate powder was added to
seawater-solution with or without (controls) methanotrophic
Figure 2 | Incubation of carbonate powder with methane and with (B, D, F, H)
or without (A, C, E, G) aerobic methanotrophic bacteria. A, B: pH; C, D: alkalinity; E, F: calcium ions; G, H: surface of carbonate grains visualized by electron
microscopy.

bacteria under a gas mixture of methane and air. Opposite
to controls (Fig. 2A,C,E) treatments with bacteria revealed
an increase in alkalinity (Fig. 2D) and Ca2+ ion concent-
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Figure 3 | Results from the North Alex Mud Volcano Expedition. A: Sulfate reduction coupled to methane oxidation (AOM) in the mud volcano center; B: Sulfate reduction in the vicinity of a tubeworm field; C: Picture of the tubeworm field with visible tubeworms, clams (white) and ray eggs (brown).

rations (Fig. 2F) - a result of carbonate dissolution in an

a product of AOM, promoted chemosynthethic communities

acidified environment (Fig. 1B). Electron microscopic studies

consisting of sulfur bacteria (Beggiatoa spp.) and symbiont

of carbonate powder exposed to bacteria revealed erosions

bivalves (Calyptogena spp., Acharax spp). In the vicinity

on the crystal surface (Fig. 2H) compared to controls that

of the southern mud volcano rim a large tubeworm field

remained unchanged (Fig. 2G), i.e. confirming carbonate

(Lamellibrachia spp.) was discovered (Fig. 3C). The field

dissolution via MOx. In a next step, a numerical model of

was associated with authigenic carbonate precipitates and

methane-depended carbonate dissolution will be developed.

chemoautotrophic bivalves of the family Lucinidae. AOM
rates were lower compared to the center (2-3 mmol m-2 d-1)

Mud volcanoes and methane transport

and increased with depth (Fig. 3B) indicating lower methane

In November 2008 members of the JRG participated in an

transport. Whole sediment cores taken from the different

expedition to the North Alex mud volcano on the upper slope

locations will later be connected to a sediment-flow-through

of the western Nile deep-sea fan in the Eastern Mediter-

system (an instrument developed within the SFB 574, B3),

ranean (collaboration with the West-Nile-Delta Project).

allowing the manipulation of methane flux and concentration

The mud volcano is characterized by an active seepage

of other solutes.

center transporting fluids and gases from deep subsurface
sources to the sediment-water interface. Understanding at

Outlook: Gas hydrates in the Beaufort Sea

which rates microbes consume methane in the sediments

In September 2009 members of the JRG will participate in

of such active seeps will improve simulations of biogeoche-

a research expedition with the US coast guard ice breaker

mical processes connected to gas hydrate dissociation. We

Polar Sea to the Beaufort Sea to study the effect of tempe-

sampled different locations between the center and rim of

rature rises on the stability of gas hydrates. The cruise is

the mud volcano with ROV and multicorer and measured

organized by a consortium of international scientists, headed

microbial methane consumption (AOM) in sediment cores.

by Richard Coffin from the Naval Research Laboratory (USA).

Highest rates (5-8 mmol m-2 d-1, Fig. 3A) were found in the

Field work will concentrate on biogeochemical analyses in

mud volcano center. High concentrations of hydrogen sulfide,

sediment and water column.

working group
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CO2 Uptake
Oceanic – Optimizing
Biogeochemical
Models by
Mathematics
| The amount of CO2 in the ocean is mainly determined by ocean currents and biogeochemical processes. The
simulation of these processes is important to investigate the future behavior of the ocean as CO2 buffer for the increasing
emissions in the atmosphere. Models of CO2 uptake consist of equations for different tracers such as nutrients,
phyto- and zooplankton. These models use many parameters that are fitted to measurement data. For this purpose,
methods of mathematical optimization and computer science are used. Main challenges are the huge computational
effort to spin up 3-D models to steady seasonal cycles in order to optimize them, and the sparsity of the data. Among
various different optimization techniques, the algorithmic generation of sensitivities, and Newton-like methods for the
computation of states are used in the project.
The role of CO 2 in the ocean
CO2 is a main topic in the discussion about climate change
and climate protection strategies. It is one of the main greenhouse gases, by holding back part of the radiation reflected
from the earth‘s surface in the atmosphere. Thus, on one
hand, CO2 is responsible for the comfortable warm climate
on earth allowing us to survive at all. On the other hand, the
increase of CO2 emissions in the last 200 years has caused a
temperature rise with all well known consequences such as
sea ice melting, changes in vegetation etc. Climate model
simulations indicate that these effects, summarized as global
warming, will continue and even become stronger.
Even though the atmospheric CO2 is most discussed, its
amount in the oceans is also very important. In fact, much

Figure 3 | Zooplankton (Image: MAR-ECO O. Paulsen GNUFDL).

Modeling the CO2 uptake

more of this gas is dissolved in the oceans, and two thirds

The amount and distribution of CO2 in the ocean is deter-

of the emitted CO2 is taken up from the atmosphere via

mined by the water circulation, by biochemical processes,

the sea surface. This effect thus mitigates the greenhouse

namely the assimilation of CO2 by phytoplankton (algae) and

effect, but, naturally also changes the chemical composition

its mineralization by zooplankton (animals), and sedimen-

of the ocean water, leading e.g. to acidification. Moreover

tation. A well-accepted theory describes the relation of the

it is unclear how this mitigation property will change in the

amounts of CO2 and nutrients that are converted to biomass

future due to global warming.

by photosynthesis. Thus the CO2 uptake is usually modeled
in a system of transport (or advection-diffusion) equations
for so-called tracers. One example is a model with the

Year 1991

1.2

real data
model output
1

zooplankton, and detritus (NPZD model).
The coupling relations between the tracers in these
models are more or less empirical, i.e. it is not clear what

0.8
DIN [mmol N m-3]

four tracers dissolved: inorganic nitrogen, phytoplankton,

the coupling terms look like mathematically, and, moreover,
how many tracers have to be taken into account. Many

0.6

model parameters are used: They are chosen such that the
model results remain feasible (i.e. tracer concentrations

0.4

remain non-negative) and that given measurement data are
matched by the model output.

0.2

Parameter optimization

0
0
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The resulting problems belong to the mathematical
disciplines of optimization, optimal control, and inverse
problems: the aim is to minimize a least-squares type

Figure 1 | This comparison of a NPZD model output (solid line) shows the sparsity of the data.

cost function, measuring the model misfit with respect
to the data. The optimization variables are the unknown

Oceanic CO2 -Uptake
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if (kco2 .eq. 0) then
pa = cco2
endif
if (kco2 .eq. 1) then
pa = pa*(1.+0.01/360.)
pa = amin1(280.*4.,pa)
endif

if (kco2 .eq. 0) then
g_pa = g_cco2
pa = cco2
endif
if (kco2 .eq. 1) then
g_pa = 1.0000277777778*g_pa
pa = pa*(1.+0.01/360.)
g_pa = g_pa*(0.5-sign(0.5,pa-280.*4.))
pa = amin1(280.*4.,pa)
endif

classical Newton method adapted
to the huge amount of unknowns
in global 3-D models.

SAND: Simultaneous
Analysis and Design
Another approach to deal with
the

huge

computational

effort

when iterating the process cycle
„model

spin-up

->

parameter

update” was successfully applied
to the Rahmstorf box model of
the thermohaline circulation: the
two

iterations

(simulation

and

optimization) are combined in the
sense that a parameter (or model
design) update is performed in
every model iteration, and not only
when the spin-up is complete.

Figure 2 | Top: Transformation of model source code by Algorithmic Differentiation. Bottom: Typical ocean
model output.

parameters in the nonlinear coupling terms in the system of

Further methods and outlook

tracer transport equations. They can be spatially and tempo-

Linear-quadratic control theory is used to incorporate

rally constant or - in more sophisticated models - distributed

timely variant parameters. Linearizations of the full nonlinear

functions. It is well known that this kind of problems are hard

models are obtained algorithmically by the method of

to tackle, even more since the models are high-dimensional,

automatic differentiation (AD), which has been applied to

and the available data are not very dense with respect to

several biogeochemical models. This use of exact derivatives

space and time, and subject to uncertainty.

can be important since approximated gradients may destroy
the convergence of the methods in some cases.

Fast solution algorithms

In this research field many models are in use, and some of

The mathematical algorithms used for parameter optimi-

them can be ordered hierarchically. Here the technique of space

zation work iteratively and require several model runs with

mapping or surrogate optimization is investigated. It aims at

different parameter values. Because it is necessary to run

obtaining an optimal solution in an efficient way by optimizing

the models into a periodic state (corresponding to the annual

with a cheap and simple model, while performing only some

cycle), the efficient computation of this so-called spin-up is

model runs with a more sophisticated and expensive one.

crucial for a successful optimization. The often used technique

The main immediate goal of the project is to extend some

to integrate the model in time until the periodic state is

of the methods above to fully realistic 3-D biogeochemical

reached, is replaced in this project by a direct computation

models and to improve the used optimization methods.

by a preconditioned Newton-Krylov method, a variant of the

Working group
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Ocean Circulation
and the Atmospheric
Hydrological
Cycle: Past, Present,
Future
| The Junior Research Group (JRG) „Ocean Circulation” located at the Institute of Geosciences, University of Kiel,
investigates ocean circulation and the atmospheric hydrological cycle on time scales from the past over present into the
future. Key activities are the combination of a coupled climate marine carbon cycle model with data from paleo climate
reconstructions. The aim is to (1) test the flexibility of the climate model to reproduce climate conditions fundamentally
different from today, and (2) to test the plausibility of paleoreconstructions derived from proxy records. A special focus
is set on the climatic influence on marine organisms and their potential impact on paleoproxy reconstructions.

Simulating the past
Paleomodeling provides a link between reconstructing the
climate of the past and future climate prediction. Climate

The Kiel Climate Model (KCM)
ECHAM5 (T31L19), NEMO (0.5-2°)

models, originally designed to simulate the present and
future climate, play an important role in understanding
mechanisms of the climate system, and their results are
used for political decision making e.g. by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, IPCC. Validation of climate
models by observations is restricted by the availability of data
from instrumental records, which at maximum extends back

No ﬂux correction

over 150 years. For more reliable future climate predictions
models should not only be able to reproduce the present day
climate, but also internal variability and observed trends of
climate change.
Marine sediments that accumulate at the sea floor consist
of organic and inorganic detrital particles originating from
the overlying water column, aeolian dust deposition and
fluvial deposits from the continents. Such particles carry

Park et al. 2009 J. Clim.

Figure 2 | Schematic diagram showing the components of the Kiel Climate
Model System.

information of environmental conditions from their point of
origin and time of deposition. Layer by layer, such proxy data

physically consistent background as provided by the model

can be used as climate archives from the past.

(Fig. 1).

The JRG „Ocean Circulation” links model simulations and
paleoreconstructions by the application of a complex
prognostic climate model (KCMS) to climate conditions of

Testing the new Kiel Climate Model
In order to assess the performance of the new coupled

the past. The aims are, on the one hand, to test the model’s

atmosphere

flexibility in representing climate conditions fundamen-

(Fig. 2) for past climates, the model is adapted to boundary

ocean

general

circulation

model

KCMS

tally different from today, and on the other hand, to test

conditions of the present and

climate trends derived from proxy reconstructions against a

≈ 0-10.000 yr BP; Eemian: ≈ 115.000-130.000 yr BP).

last interglacial (Holocene:

The model has already been shown to reproduce a realistic

Paleo-Modeling
Learning from the past for the future

present day ocean circulation, particularly in the tropical
Pacific.
The application of boundary conditions from the Holocene
and the Eemian is largely a sensitivity test of the model to
changes in solar radiation, as induced by changes in the

Paleoclimate
reconstruktions

Paleo-Modeling

Climate models
for the future

configuration of the orbital parameters eccentricity, obliquity
and precession (Fig. 3). Six 1000-year long quasi steadystate simulations were performed for distinct time periods
in the past. In particular, these are preindustrial (0 kyr BP),

Do reconstructions accurately
describe model assumptions?

Can models reproduce the
recostructed climatic variability?

mid Holocene (6.000 yr BP), early Holocene (9.500 yr BP),
late Eemian (115.000 yr BP) mid Eemian (122.000 yr BP),
and early Eemian (126.000 yr BP). The Eemian often serves

Figure 1 | The Junior Research Group’s scientific approach.

as an analogue for the Holocene as it experienced similar
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Orbital parameters

Figure 4 | Seasonal and latitudinal distribution of changes in the top of the atmosphere (TOA) incoming short wave radiation as resulting from the changes
in the orbital configuration, red = positive anomaly (warming), blue = negative
anomaly (cooling).

Figure 3 | Top: sketch of the orbital parameters for the different paleo time-slice
simulations. Bottom: temporal variation of orbital parameters during the last
130 kyr: precession & eccentricity [°] (left scale), obliquity [°](right scale).

be assigned to different sensitivities of the proxies to either

climatic conditions. Additionally, the trends in the orbital

we are able to highlight ocean areas where proxy records

forcing over both periods have some similarities with a gradual

derived from marine phytoplankton are prone to be seaso-

decrease in obliquity and an increase in the precessional index

nally biased. Even more important is the discovery, that

(Fig. 3), although the Eemian has overall higher eccentricity

due to competition and interactions among different phyto-

and lower obliquity and the amplitude of insolation change

plankton species, the same proxy may be biased differently

is much more pronounced than during the Holocene (Fig. 4).

in different regions.

Model Performance

modes of internal climate variability, is positively correlated

annual mean or seasonal SSTs. In combination with modern
data for SST and marine net primary productivity (NPP)

El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO), one of the major
The analysis of the very first model results has shown that

with sea surface temperatures, particularly for the Western

the model response to changes in the orbital configuration

Tropical Pacific. Changes in precipitation patterns are in very

is largely following obliquity forcing, with a slight cooling at

good agreement with reconstructions from lake-level data,

high latitudes and a warming at low latitudes. This is also

and the turnover time of atmospheric moisture is a function

supported by data from paleoreconstructions based on

of the global mean temperature.

alkenones. However, in some regions paleoreconstructions

In a next step, a marine biogeochemical model will be included

of sea surface temperature (SST) based on two different

in order to investigate the climate impact on marine biolo-

types of proxies (alkenones, Mg/Ca) give ambiguous results.

gical production and plankton dynamics, which has potential

With the help of the model results such discrepancies may

ramifications for the interpretation of marine proxy records.

Working group
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Physicochemical
Methods for Ocean
Surface Research
| The biogeochemical coupling of the ocean and the atmosphere takes place at the air-sea interface and thus its
characterization has to rely on a comprehensive understanding of these processes. In this context the group aims
(1) to identify and study chemical structures and reactions at environmental interfaces, (2) to obtain a molecular level
understanding of selected aspects by means of chemical kinetics and molecular modelling techniques, and (3) to
provide modern optical detection instrumentation for marine research applications. A new laser laboratory has been
set up providing sum-frequency generation spectroscopy (SFG) and cavity ringdown spectroscopy (CRDS). While SFG
is used to investigate the organic nanolayer that is prevalent at the ocean surface and is known to play a significant role
for air-sea gas exchange. CRDS is a valuable tool for gas phase detection as well as interface studies.
Looking into the Ocean Nanolayer

water. Solvation of ions disturbs this network and result in

The sea surface nanolayer represents a complex mixture

lower SFG intensities. The narrow peak at 3700 cm-1 can

of substances of biological and anthropogenic origin. Their

be assigned to the stretch vibration of the free OH dangling

properties as surface active agents determine the viscoelastic

bond at the water surface. As can be expected from simple

properties of the ocean surface and hence the gas exchange

reasoning and as it is illustrated in Fig 1b, with surfactant

between

formation

layers present at the air-water interface, these OH bonds are

dynamics. So far, detailed knowledge about nanolayer

buried and disappear for higher film coverages. Next to the

composition, dynamics, reactivity and molecular structure

OH vibrations, the organic nanolayer also gives rise to strong

is scarce. The combination of sum-frequency generation

signals in the CH stretch vibration spectral range. Most of the

spectroscopy (SFG) as a surface-sensitive tool and experi-

signals can be attributed to vibrations related to CH3 and CH2

ments on simple model systems as well as field samples

groups of alkyl chains. Note that we also found indications

provide novel insights into the properties of these films.

for polysaccharides, which are commonly found in surface

ocean

and

atmosphere

via

wave

SFG spectroscopy is a second-order non-linear optical

waters during phytoplankton blooms and – due to attached

technique. The superposition of two short intense laser

hydrophobic moieties – are expected to be at least weakly

pulses at a surface generates a third background-free SFG

surface active.

beam. SFG is surface specific (only molecules located directly

Much work remains to be done in order to fully assess the

at the interface are measured), species selective (similar to

analytic potential of SFG with regard to surface characteri-

IR spectroscopy, vibrational spectra are measured), and also

zation of natural films. Currently, we continue to take time-

orientation selective (due to the polarization dependence of

series data in order to reveal seasonal trends of nanolayer

the SFG signal). In a high purity water spectrum (Fig. 1a),

abundance and composition. Moreover, laboratory work

the broad band centred at 3300 cm-1 corresponds to OH

is focused on the investigation of structural properties

vibrations of the H-bond molecular network of interfacial

of liquid-air interfaces of saccharide solutions and on
the

chemical

reactivity

of

organic

nanolayers. The latter can be studied
by taking time-dependent spectra of
surface

composition

while

treating

the sample with oxidizing gas phase
compounds such as ozone.

Ultrasensitive Absorption
Spectroscopy
Cavity ringdown spectroscopy (CRDS)
is an ultrasensitive detection method
for molecular absorption. The high
detection sensitivity is primarily based
on a long absorption path length
(>10 km) arising from a multiple
Figure 1 | Sum-frequency generation spectroscopy (SFG) sheds light on organic nanolayers. Example
spectra: (a) high purity water, salt water and sea water without nanolayer present and (b) water from the
Western Baltic Sea with organic nanolayer present.

reflection of a laser beam in a resonant
optical cavity. We have designed a new
modular spectrometer, which is based
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on a continuous wave (cw) near-infrared (NIR) tunable diode laser light
source

(cw-NIR-CRD

spectrometer)

operating in the wavelength range
λ = 1625 – 1690 nm. This wavelength
range is especially well suited for trace
gas detection in marine environments.
In its gas phase detection configuration,
the spectrometer can be used to detect
several atmospherically relevant gas
phase species such as CO2, CH4, N2O and

Figure 2 | Surface sensitive evanescent wave cavity ringdown spectroscopy: Reactor design.

– due to CH-overtone vibrations – many
halogenated hydrocarbons, which show strong absorption

of CRDS to complement conventional isotopic ratio mass

compared to the inevitable water background absorption.

spectrometry – in particular for in situ field studies.

The spectrometer can be also operated in a surface sensitive
mode by placing a specially designed quartz prism within the

Fluorescence based biofilm detection

optical ringdown cavity (Fig. 2). Here, the so-called evane-

In the sea, all submerged non-living (biofouling) and living

scent wave, which is formed upon total internal reflection of

surfaces (microepibiosis) are rapidly colonized by bacteria

the laser beam, is used to measure absorption arising from

and unicellular alga. Being able to study biofilm formation

molecules adsorbed at the reflecting surface. Since hydro-

dynamics with fine temporal and spatial resolution would help

philic quartz surfaces are typically covered with water (wet

to unravel the underlying complex mechanisms. In coope-

quartz surfaces), they represent a suitable model system for

ration with the marine ecology department of the Leibniz

environmental gas-solid interaction studies.

Institute for Marine Sciences in Kiel, a prototype submersible sensor head for quantitative detection of biomass has

Optical Isotopec Ratio Measurements

been developed (Fig. 3). Here, the output of a novel narrow-

Seasonal time-series of dissolved inorganic carbon (DIC)

bandwidth UV-LED excites tryptophan fluorescence, which is

and its isotopic composition allow separation of physical and

efficiently collected by a bunch of optical fibres. The compact

biological processes important for the surface layer carbon

sensor has already been demonstrated to yield linear

budget. In a joint project together with the marine chemistry

response for a dilution series of a bacteria suspension.

department at the Leibniz Institute for Marine Sciences in
Kiel and CONTROS GmbH we have started to characterize a
commercial CRD analyzer for δ13C isotopec ratio measurements of surface water CO2. For example the analyzer was
coupled to a conventional water/air equilibrator test setup
and pH jumps were generated by adding acid or bases to
a 130 L water tank. A full kinetic model of the carbonate
system and the gas-equilibration processes reproduced the
measured pCO2 and δ13CO2 signals, however, allowance had
to be made for moderate air exchange with the laboratory
environment. Excellent long-term stability and precision
(δ13CO2 < 0.1‰) of the instrument illustrates the potential

Working group

Figure 3 | Prototype of fluorescence based biofilm sensor head.
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Valuing the Ocean:
The economic
impact of ocean
acidification
on coral reefs
| „Valuing the Ocean” aims at the economic role of the ocean in the carbon cycle and possible consequences for
greenhouse gas management as well as climate change abatement and mitigation strategies. A slow-down of the
oceanic pump would impose additional global costs in meeting a global greenhouse gas reduction target as more
greenhouse gases remain in the atmosphere. Economic analyses of climate change mitigation strategies include the
assessment of novel energy technologies such as carbon capture and storage as well as ocean fertilization. Another
line of research is related to impact assessment. Economic consequences of ocean acidification are generally not
considered in assessments of climate change. In this report details of a study estimating the economic impact of ocean
acidification on coral reefs are provided.
Implications of Ocean acidification

of carbon dioxide by the oceans and the impact of OA occur

Human activity is increasing the concentration of carbon

over a short time scale, whereas the warming of the atmos-

dioxide in the atmosphere and in the ocean. In the atmos-

phere substantially lags behind the build-up of greenhouse

phere, carbon dioxide is a greenhouse gas causing climate

gases in the atmosphere. This changes the dynamics of

change. In the ocean, carbon dioxide is an acid causing

optimal emission control. Third, the consideration of OA also

ecosystem change. While research on aspects of climate

has implications for the choice of policy instrument for the

change has generated an enormous number of studies over

control of climate change. Climate change may be countered

the last few years, ocean acidification (OA) has only recently

by geoengineering, but OA would continue unabated and

been recognised as a problem. Impact studies are still rare

may even accelerate if sulphur particles are used to cool

and estimates of the economic impact are absent. In our new

the planet. Therefore, valuing the impact of OA will not

publication (Brander et. al, 2009) we estimate the economic

only increase the estimates of the Pigouvian tax required to

impact of OA on coral reefs which are generally consi-

achieve efficient greenhouse gas emissions abatement, but

dered to be economically as well as ecologically important

it will affect other trade-offs and policies as well.

ecosystems. It is a first step towards filling an important gap

Ocean acidification has a range of impacts on biological

in the literature on the valuation of the impact of climate

systems. It will change the competition between marine

change and has serious implications for the type of policy

plankton species in favour of those that rely less on calcium,

interventions required.

it will negatively affect shellfish, it will impact on fish, it may

For several reasons, OA has serious implications for the type

benefit highly invasive non-native algal species, and it will

of policy interventions required to control climate change.

reduce coral calcification. While the initial impact of OA is

First, since OA is exclusively driven by carbon dioxide, as

relatively clear, the eventual impact depends on the complex

opposed to climate change which is also caused by other

interaction of many species. The estimation of resulting

greenhouse gases, the additional cost associated with carbon

changes in economic values, which generally derive from

dioxide emissions due to OA changes the trade-offs between

the higher trophic levels (e.g., top predator fish, marine

the reductions of greenhouse gases. Second, the absorption

mammals, sea birds), is therefore also pervaded by uncer-
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Figure 1 | Ocean acidity as a function of the atmospheric concentration of carbon
dioxide as modeled by Caldeira and Wickett (2005) (red squares) and as approximated by Equation (1) (thick blue line; the 67% confidence interval is given the
dashed blue lines).
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Figure 2 | Coral reef area as a function of the atmospheric concentration of
carbon dioxide as according to Equations (1) and (2). The dotted lines are the
67% confidence interval.
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Figure 3 | The change in coral reef area according to the four SRES marker
scenarios.

Figure 4 | The annual economic damage of ocean-acidification-induced coral
reef area loss.

tainty. Coral reefs are an exception in that the impact of OA

of coral reefs will amount to tens of billions of dollars loss

is relatively well understood and they have a range of direct

per year. We find that the annual economic impact rapidly

and indirect use values for humans (e.g., coastal protection,

escalates over time (Fig. 3 and 4), essentially because

fisheries, recreation, and amenity). It is for these reasons

the scenarios have rapid economic growth in the relevant

that our analysis is limited to assessing the economic impact

countries and coral reefs are a luxury good. We estimate the

of OA on coral reefs.

economic value of damage to coral reefs from OA and find
losses in the order of 0.18% of global GDP in 2100. This is

Modelling Ocean Acidification vs. reef area

one order of magnitude smaller than the estimated impact

In our analysis we construct and calibrate simple models

of climate change but still represents a substantial economic

of OA and coral reef area loss, driven by the atmospheric

loss. Further research is required to refine these damage

concentration of carbon dioxide (Fig. 1 and 2). We extend

estimates and to extend the scope of analysis beyond coral

an earlier meta-analysis of coral reef values to estimate a

reefs to other potentially impacted marine resources.

value transfer function for coral reefs, and apply an existing
model of tourist numbers. The integrated assessment model

Outlook

FUND is used to estimate CO2 emissions for the four Intergo-

Next to analyses on consequences of ocean acidification,

vernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) Special Report

members of the project will continue investigating climate

on Emissions Scenarios (SRES). Combining these models,

change mitigation strategies related to the ocean’s role

we derive a number of scenarios of the annual impact of

in the carbon cycle. This includes assessments of carbon

ocean-acidification-induced coral reef loss, and conduct a

capture with respect to, for example, different leakage rates

sensitivity analysis.

and emissions allowance trading. In close collaboration with

Assuming a conservative value of $100,000/km2/yr, the

members of „Ocean Surface Chemistry” group and the „Law

global economic value associated with reefs is in the order of

of the Sea” and „Living Resources” groups we will continue

$30 billion/yr. Since OA is expected to impact a major part

our analyses on economic aspects of ocean fertilization.

of these reefs within this century, it is plausible that the loss

Working group
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Sustainable
Fisheries
| Three quarters of all marine fish stocks worldwide are deemed fully exploited or overfished. Researchers expect
that more stocks will collapse unless fisheries management and policy change substantially. The Junior Research
Group aims at developing improved management strategies that promote a sustainable fishery. For this sake true
interdisciplinary research is needed, taking into account both ecological and economic processes which are integrated
into ecological-economic models. In 2008, specific models have been developed in order to study what role consumers’
preferences for food fish diversity play for the potential collapse of fish stocks and to study fishery management using
marine protected areas.
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100%

marine fisheries worldwide could generate a sustainable,

90%

additional benefit of roughly 50 billion US $ annually, which

80%

is substantial compared to 80-90 billion US $ total revenues

70%

from marine capture fisheries at present (according to

60%

estimates of the Food and Agriculture Organization of the

50%
40%

United Nations (FAO)). The Junior Research Group (JRG)
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fishing business. Such improved management strategies
require taking into account the whole fishery system

Figure 1 | Trends in the status of the world fisheries as reflected in FAO Production Data 1950-2007. In 2007, more than half of the stocks fished world-wide are
overfished or collapsed (R. Froese).

including the relevant ecological and economic processes

From overfishing to sustainable fisheries

ecologists and resource economics (Fig. 2). This is new,

and interrelationships (Fig. 1). The methodical approach lies
in the integrated interdisciplinary collaboration of marine

The problem of overfishing has two aspects: firstly,

as the different aspects of the problem so far have predo-

overfishing means that, in the long run, fish stocks and

minantly been considered in isolation. New mathematical

fishing yields are lower than they could be. Secondly,

models are developed, which incorporate both, the ecolo-

overfishing leads to a loss of marine biodiversity, as more

gical and economical interrelationships. Further relevant

and more fish stocks are fished to collapse on a world-wide

relationships are investigated in collaboration with other

scale (Fig. 1), which means that even with very high fishing

JRGs of the cluster of excellence. The problems studied in

effort little fish can be caught from these stocks. Under

this group are continuously discussed with fishermen, politi-

better management the oceans could contribute much more

cians and representatives from non-governmental organi-

to human food supply and generate much higher profits for

sations. This transdisciplinary dialogue with stakeholders is

fishermen than they presently do. The World Bank estimates

crucial in order to develop management strategies suitable

in a report published in 2008 that, with better management,

for practical implementation.

Figure 2 | Conceptual diagram on interdisciplinary ecological-economic
research (M. Quaas, J. Schmidt, R. Voss).

Figure 3 | Main features in analyzing a fishery (M. Bollmann, M. Quaas, J.
Schmidt, R. Voss).
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Figure 5 | Baltic cod Marine Protected Area. Origin of successful
survivors (left; red areas); distribution of fishing
effort
(middle panel) and after enforcement
FigureE,middlepanel
Figure
E (right before
panel)
of the MPA (right). Color scale gives ship speed in knots,
red points indicate trawling boats. Data according to B. Huwer, DTU-Aqua, Denmark & U. Böttcher, vTI
Figure
E:
Baltic
cod
Marine
Protected Area. Origin of successful survivors (left; red areas);
Rostock, Germany.
FigureE:BalticcodMarineProtectedArea.Originofsuccessfulsurvivors(left;redareas);distribution
distribution of fishing effort before (middle panel) and after enforcement of the MPA (right).
offishingeffortbefore(middlepanel)andafterenforcementoftheMPA(right).Colorscalegives
shipspeedinknots,redpointsindicatetrawlingboats.DataaccordingtoB.Huwer,DTUͲAqua,
Denmark&U.Böttcher,vTIͲRostock,Germay.


Food fish diversity and collapse of stocks

Color scale gives ship speed in knots, red points indicate trawling boats. Data according to B.
Huwer, DTU-Aqua, Denmark & U. Böttcher, vTI-Rostock, Germay.

discussion. In the case of the Eastern Baltic cod stock, a MPA

How overfishing leads to inefficiently low stocks and

has been enforced in the central Bornholm Deep, the main

yields has been extensively studied, and the fundamental

spawning ground of cod, during the last years. Recent biolo-

principles are well understood. The second aspect, that

gical research, however, has shown that successful survivors

overfishing leads to the collapse of more and more fish stocks

are mainly originating from the slope areas outside the

(Fig. 3), has been recognized more recently and has become

present extent of the MPA. Introduction of the MPA actually

a focus of scientific interest and public concern in the last

increased fishing mortality on these especially valuable

years. With a new bio-economic model of a multi-species

spawning grounds, as effort was re-allocated to areas

fishery we have analyzed both aspects of overfishing. We

outside the MPA (Fig. 5). Inadequate formulation of MPAs,

have shown that consumer‘s preferences for food fish

e.g. not accounting for biological and economic details, might

diversity may explain the cascading collapse of fish stocks in

therefore in some cases even be counterproductive.

an unregulated fishery. In particular, our simulation experiments show that the depletion of one fish stock may lead

Integrating ecology and economics

to the collapse of other fish stocks with previously healthy

Since early 2009 the JRG consists of five resource econo-

stock sizes (Fig. 4). The economic reason is that consumers

mists (one Juniorprofessor and four PhD students) and two

with strong preferences for food fish diversity have a high

fisheries ecologists (two Postdocs). In 2009 the collaboration

demand also for rare fish species with low stocks and yields,

between ecologists and economists will be deepened further

which makes it profitable to fish these stocks to collapse.

in order to develop sensible management strategies for
sustainable fisheries. Specific issues that will be addressed

Fishery management using mPAs
Marine protected areas (MPAs) can act as important tools
in fishery management, as they are easy to implement and

in 2009 include the modeling of age-structured fish populations, multi-species interactions in marine ecosystems, and
spatial fisheries management.

easy to control. They have proven to be effective in habitat
preservation (e.g. coral reefs), but their value in economic
terms and for management of mobile species is still under

stocksizes(%ofinitialstock)

specieswithhighgrowthrate
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Figure 4 | Simulated stock sizes in a hypothetical multi-species fishery without
management. After 60 years of fishing, the least resilient stock collapses, while
others remain seemingly stable. After another 30 years the next stock collapses, and so forth. Ultimately all stocks collapse in this example. (M. Quaas, T.
Requate).
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Marine medicine
| Maintenance of the immunological integrity of organisms has been a driving force in evolution. Diversification of life
forms has led to a vast number of heterogeneous non-self recognition strategies and defense effector mechanisms.
However, selected principles of innate immunity seem to be molecularly conserved across animal phyla. The innate
immune system has major functions: a) a controlled host/microbial crosstalk at epithelial barriers, b) the recognition
of danger signals, c) clearance of intracellular pathogens by autophagy, d) the recruitment of mesoderm-derived
professional immune cells and e) the secretion of local or circulating effector molecules such as antimicrobial peptides
and simple opsonic forms of complement. (Fig. 1)

Evolution of Ancient Genes

breakthrough in the definition of disease genes with an

The advances in our understanding of the evolution of the

unprecedented richness of findings. The group has contri-

immune response are paralleled by a remarkable series of

buted to the current understanding of the genetic underpin-

association findings of polymorphisms in the ancient genes

nings of several chronic inflammatory diseases, which are

with human chronic inflammatory diseases of epithelial

now followed up in selected marine animal models.

barrier organs. Polygenic diseases associated with loss-offunction variations in NACHT domain–leucine-rich-repeat

Deep sequencing of marine transcriptomes

proteins (NLR), Toll-like receptors (TLR) and scavenger

This unprecedented acceleration and resolution of findings

receptor cysteine-rich (SRCR) domains genes include Crohn

with now more than 50 validated disease loci and genes

disease (NLR, TLR and SRCR), atopic disease and asthma

awaits

(NLR and TLR), which are characterized by chronic relapsing-

insights into the phylogeny of the pathways and transcrip-

remitting inflammation of barrier organs (intestine, lung,

tomal signatures in response to environmental stimuli can

skin). Suggestive association of epithelial cancer entities

be obtained by ultrafast sequencing approaches which

(breast and colonic carcinoma) with germline mutations

enable a deep sampling of transcriptome sequence spaces

in NOD2 (nucleotide-binding oligomerization domain) and

of non-model organisms. This will result in a non-a-priori

further

functional

characterization.

Independent

NOD1 supports the hypothesis that chronic inflammation
induced by epithelial barrier dysfunction significantly contri-

VDJ recombination

butes to the cause of malignant diseases.

following main topics:
Cephalochordata
Urochordata

map in human chronic inflammatory barrier diseases and
to relate these genes back to their (marine) evolutionary
origins
To understand the conserved cellular programs elicited by
host-pathogen interaction in simple model organisms
To delineate the effects of selection pressure on genetic
variability in barrier genes (e.g. NLRs)
To employ evolutionary “old” model systems where the
therapeutic augmentation of barrier function and epithelial
drug delivery can be assessed

Deciphering the molecular risk map
It has become possible to systematically unravel the
polygenic cause of complex human diseases by high density,
Single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNP)-based association
mapping in large samples of patients and controls. The introduction of genome-wide SNP mapping strategies, in particular using linkage-disquilibrium-based approach has been a

TLRs

Echinodermata

NLRs ?
SRCRs ?

Ecdysozoa

Caspases
NF-κB

Lophotrophozoa

Hydrozoa

Anthozoa

significant gene loss
C. intestinalis
expanded TLR/NLR/SRCR repertoire
S. purpuratus.
D. melanogaster
significant gene loss
C. elegans
M. edulis

Protostomia

To describe components of the molecular and genetic risk

Petromyzon
marinus
LRR antibodies
and lymphocyte receptors
Branchiostoma

Deuterostomia

Danio rerio

genes have an ancient evolutionary origin we focus on the

split TLRs, loss of intact NF-κB
H. magnipapillata

N. vectensis

Cnidaria

Based on the hypothesis that many of today´s disease

Bilateria

Homo sapiens

Vertebrata

A. millepora

Figure 1 | Cheme of important immune-related events during animal evolution. The phylogenetic tree represents model organisms where genomic and/
or transcriptomic data is available. Note that the immune-related changes in
genome architecture in the diagram represent the current knowledge. The
advent of ultra-fast sequencing and other genomic tools allows for a fast and
systematic exploration of additional model organisms which may result in a
comprehensive view on the origins and distribution of the immune gene repertoire in the animal kingdom. Abbreviation used: VDJ, variable (V), diversity (D)
and joining (J) gene rearrangement for antigen receptor diversification. (from
Rosenstiel et al., Journal of Innate Immunity in press).
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based analysis of transcriptome signatures and will unveil
complex alterations in transcriptomic patterns e.g. allelic
imbalances, alternative splicing events and the detection
of de novo somatic mutations on a genome-wide scale. We
have established two different methods of ultrafast ribonucleic acid (RNA) sequencing (454/Roche and SoliD/Applied
Biosystems) which serve as complementary technologies for
different projects of the cluster. A special focus of the marine
medicine group is a co-evolutionary understanding of host/
pathogen interactions and their relevance for human disorders
The technology is used to identify complete transcriptomal sequence spaces of three Hydra species and Aurelia
(together with Th. Bosch), S. droebachiensis (together with
F. Melzner) and Mytilus edulis in order to characterize the
phylogeny of protective transcriptomal programs in response
to bacterial challenges, the „Ur-defensome”. Together with
Thorsten Reusch, transcriptomal responses of Zostera spp.
to environmental changes are characterized. The group was
able to acquire the status of a central analysis platform of
the DFG-funded priority program SP1399 „Evolution of Host-

Figure 2 | Histological photomicrograph from the intestinal tissue of a DSSchallenged M. edulis individual. Please note the infiltration of immune cells
(red dots) into the epithelial interface. Original magnification 200X.

pathogen interaction” (together with H. Schulenburg).

Intestinal inflammation in M. edulis

Outlook

Induction of colitis using dextran sulfate sodium (DSS) has

The present insights into the evolutionary origins of the

been successfully used in rats and mice to investigate acute

innate immune system in aquatic invertebrates may prove

and chronic inflammatory responses in the intestinal tract.

to be especially useful to understand how selective pressures

Although the mechanism is not quite clear, DSS is thought to

form genetic diversity and sequence variability to cope with

cause colitis through a toxic effect to the intestinal epithelial

different immune challenges. Dissecting the primordial

cells. Surfaces of marine multicellular host organisms are

cellular programs of innate immunity, the „Ur-defensome”, in

constantly exposed to a complex microflora and are subject

simple eumetazoans is alleviated through transgenic techno-

to extensive attack and counter-attack processes. Thus, they

logies allowing for a stable genetic manipulation of these

are attractive model systems to understand the complex

animals under laboratory conditions. We will try to further

host-microbiota interactions that are also relevant to the

our understanding by addressing the following questions are:

human barrier organs and its microbiota. Aim of the study

how does the interaction between mesodermal immune cells

was to develop a model system for marine organisms which

and the gut epithelium converge to maintain the homeostasis

causes damage to the intestinal epithelium thereby inducing

of a complex microbial ecology existing in the gut lumen?

an innate immune response. We applied 5 days of 2-4%

How are pathogens distinguished from commensals? What

DSS on the marine mussel Mytilus edulis under different

is the structure of the gene regulatory program that extends

microbial conditions and investigated changes of hemocyte

from the gut lumen through sensors in the gut epithelium

abundance and cellular integrity via histological measu-

to mesodermal immune cells and ultimately to effector

rements. DSS was found to effectively induce an immune

functions?

response in the digestive gland of M. edulis. An increase in
hemocyte concentration, and infiltration in the mucosa as
well as in the intestinal lumen was found (Fig. 2). Granuloma-like structures appeared in the digestive gland tissue
as well as ulcerations of the mucosal layer. The system thus
proved suitable to induce an innate immune response and
can now be used to investigate immune system responses
under different environmental (temperature, food, microbial
composition) and animal (age, injury, infection) conditions.
Such investigations will help to elucidate the mechanisms
which may alter innate immune system functioning and its
effect on microbial-host interactions.

working group
Philip Rosenstiel, Eva Phillips
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Seafloor
Resources
| The global ocean hosts large natural resources of commercial interest. Theseare i.e. deep-sea ore deposits and offshore hydrocarbon occurrences. Deep-sea ore deposits form primarily as a by-product of hydrothermal activity at
mid-ocean ridges when seawater penetrates into the seafloor along cracks and fractures. During venting of these
hot fluids metals and other elements precipitate and deep-sea ore deposits form. Other important resources of the
global ocean are offshore hydrocarbon occurrences that are mainly found in sedimentary basin provinces. Geological
exploration tries to better understand the processes involved in forming these natural resources and make more
reliable predictions on the occurrences of these resources. Key to this is a quantitative understanding of reactive
transport processes in deformable porous media. The JRG Seafloor Resources actively develops and applies
numerical simulations of reactive transport. This is an emerging exploration tool providing insights into fluid flow,
heat transfer, multi species transport, chemical reactions and how these processes relate to rock deformation and
geodynamics for a better understanding of the origin and nature of fluid-derived seafloor resources.
Hydrothermal systems and seafloor aging
The discovery of hydrothermal systems at mid-ocean ridges
in the late 1970s was one of the most exciting achievements in oceanography - not least because of its importance
for different fields of geosciences. Hydrothermal systems
efficiently mine heat from the young ocean crust, thermal
springs at the seafloor host unique ecosystems in extreme
environmental conditions and commercially interesting highquality ore deposits form as a byproduct of hydrothermal
venting. Much has been learned from marine surveys of
mid-ocean ridge segments and direct observations of vent
sites at the ocean floor. The deep chemical and physical
processes that control hydrothermalism remain, however,
largely inaccessible to direct sampling and observations.
Understanding those remote physicochemical processes

Figure 1 | Hydrothermal convection and seafloor aging.

requires interdisciplinary research including experiments,
theoretical work, numerical simulations, detailed seafloor

ficant element exchange may occur not only between the

imaging and sampling, and studies of ophiolite complexes.

global ocean and the ocean crust but also the lithospheric

The JRG Seafloor Resources follows a cross-disciplinary

mantle. These findings will be integrated into improved

approach to better understand fluid flow through oceanic

budgets of element cycling between the global ocean and

crust in different tectonic settings (Fig. 1). Initial findings

the solid Earth.

clearly confirm that fluid flow has a major control on the
aging and alteration of oceanic lithosphere. At mid-ocean

Continental breakup and new ocean basins

ridges, both numerical simulations and petrological studies

Continental break-up and the creation of new oceans is

of the Oman ophiolite show that seawater may reach and

a fundamental yet poorly understood aspect of the plate

react with cold lithospheric mantle to make serpentine. Direct

tectonic cycle. Ever since the advent of plate tectonics

seafloor observations and structural data from Oman further

geoscientist have strived for a better understanding of the

suggest that fluid flow is focussed along fractures and faults.

geological processes that rupture the continental lithosphere

At ocean trenches, near the end of the lifetime of oceanic

and lead to the formation of new ocean basins. It is clear

plates, bend-faults may again provide high permeability

now that passive continental margins can be categorized into

pathways for seawater to reach the cold oceanic mantle.

volcanic and non-volcanic rifted margins but the processes

Numerical simulations of the hydrological regime of the

that control melting during lithosphere extension remain

Cocos plate offshore Nicaragua suggest that the mantle may

enigmatic. Likewise the structural evolution of rifted margins

become significantly hydrated (i.e. serpentinized) around

has not been fully understood. With the acquisition of new

bend-faults as a consequence of deep sea-water circulation.

high-quality and high-resolution datasets it has become

These new insights indicate that the crust-mantle boundary

apparent that an increasing number of passive margins show

may not be a barrier to hydrothermal flow and that signi-

subsidence histories that do not match our classic models
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Figure 2 | Feedbacks of sedimentation on crustal heat flow.

Figure 3 | Global bottom water temperatures (Biastoch et al. 2009) and gas
hydrate modeling.

based on crustal thinning and local isostasy. The current

inside symmetrical cages of water molecules. The potentially

challenge in passive margin research is to formulate novel

significant amount of natural methane hydrate occurrences

concepts and ideas for the evolution of rifted margins and to

makes them of major interest as a potential energy resource.

test them with new numerical models. The academic effort is

We are working on an improved global budget of methane

supported by what is sometimes called the „rift renaissance”

hydrates that is based on reaction transport modelling.

in the offshore petroleum industry. The past years have seen

Building on the existing expertise at IFM-GEOMAR, we have

record level oil prices and new exploration campaigns are set

developed a new 1-D reaction transport model that predicts

up worldwide that lead to the acquisition of state-of-the-art

the volume of gas hydrate in the sub-seafloor as a function

new datasets that will ultimately be of great benefit to the

of sedimentation rate, temperature/pressure, total organic

geoscientific community.

carbon (TOC) content of deposited sediments, and kinetic

The Seafloor Resources group studies continental rifting

parameters (Fig. 3). Unfortunately, well data is still sparse in

and breakup with new numerical models. At present two main

the global ocean so that some parameters (e.g. bottom water

focuses are set: 1) quantification of the feedbacks between

temperatures, TOC content, and sedimentation rates) need

shallow sedimentary and deep lithosphere processes using

to be extrapolated. To overcome some of these difficulties

kinematic basin models and 2) studies of strain localization,

related to sparse input data, the Seafloor Resources group

melting, and subsidence using fully dynamic finite-element

collaborates with colleagues from IFM-GEOMAR’s ocean

models. A key finding from the kinematic basin modelling

circulation and climate dynamics division. Global circulation

is that basement heat flow during rifting is a complex

models provide reliable global input data on bottom water

function of sedimentation, deposited rock type, and litho-

temperatures, pressures, and salinities for reaction transport

spheric stretching. Even for moderate sedimentation rates

modelling. We are currently in the processes of applying our

(>0.5mm/yr), basement heat flow is significantly depressed

new gas hydrate model globally using the input data from

by the deposition of cold sediments (Fig. 2). These findings

oceanographic circulation models in order to compute a new

illustrate that first order feedback exists between shallow

map of worldwide gas hydrate occurrences.

sedimentary and deep lithosphere processes and thereby
make the case for integrated basin modelling.

A new global gas hydrate inventory
Gas hydrates are ice-like structures, which can be found
on the seafloor, in ocean sediments, and in permafrost
regions. They contain gases, such as methane, that reside

Working group
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Submarine
hazards
at continental
margins
| Earthquakes, submarine slope failures, and resulting tsunamis pose a major threat to coastal communities, which are
home to over sixty percent of mankind and location of a large proportion of major industrial installations, increasingly
including offshore installations. Scientists involved in this project focus their activities on the following two themes:
(1) Assessment of the link between the structure and dynamics of subduction zones and the megaearthquake cycle,
(2) Slope stability issues at continental margins. The main emphasis of the newly established junior research group
(JRG) is the analysis of submarine slope failures and associated hazards. So far numerous slides in different tectonic
settings were investigated, including active and passive margins, as well as lakes. This was done by means of hydroacoustic, seismic, and sedimentological/geotechnical methods.
a global phenomenon
Submarine

landslides

occur

on

continental

margins

worldwide. Fig. 1 shows the distribution of major slides
though the figure is probably not complete and the distribution of landslides is biased by the density of available data.
The largest known slides occur on passive margins, e.g. the
Storegga slide off Norway and giant slides off NW-Africa.
Slides might reach volumes of more than 20.000 km³, affect
areas of more than 90.000 km² (about the area of Portugal)
and show run-out distances of up to 800 km. Active margins
are characterized by more frequent but generally smaller
events.
Submarine mass wasting plays an important role during the

Figure 1 | Map showing the distribution of major slides along the continental
margins. Note that the distribution of slides is biased by the availability of data.
The yellow boxes show the main working areas of Submarine Hazards Group.

evolution of continental margins. The main research focus,

characterized by large scale mass wasting but no canyons

however, is related to the hazards associated with submarine

and gullies were found (Fig. 2). These observations allow

sliding. Submarine slides are able to destroy offshore

to draw several conclusions for mass wasting off NW-Africa,

infrastructure (e.g., cables, pipelines, and platforms) and

which are relevant for other passive margin settings as

generate tsunamis. It is also discussed whether submarine

well. i) We speculate that the open slope areas without any

slides can release large amounts of greenhouse gases bound

major incisions allowed undisturbed rapid sediment build-up,

in hydrates by the removal and liquefaction of the involved

which gave rise to sediment instabilities arising primarily

sediment.

slope

from underconsolidation of the deposited sediments and

failure processes rises with increasing infrastructure on the

widespread weak layers, while the canyons and gullies

sea-floor and near the coasts. A variety of socio-economical

represent

Today,

the

importance

of

submarine

an

effective

pathway

for

„semi-continuous”

branches, including energy, communication, navigation,
tourism, fisheries, military, and science extend their interest
further offshore and deeper into the sea. In the view of a
warming future ocean with rising sea-level and intensified
human activities, the increasing significance of slope stability
issues is evident.

Mass wasting at passive continental
margins
Submarine mass wasting at passive margins is investigated off NW-Africa, off Uruguay/Argentina, and in the
Arctic Ocean. Sediment transport along the NW-African
continental margin operates with different rates and styles
including a significant transfer of land-derived terrigenous
and hemipelagic sediments to the deep sea. Some sections
show a large concentration of upper slope canyons but no
indication for large scale mass wasting. Other sections are

Figure 2 | Seismic section crossing the Mauritania Slide complex. Stacked debris flow deposits indicate a long history of mass wasting. The slide is located
in an area of hydrocarbon exploration and probably triggered a major tsunami
at ~10.5ka BP. The index map shows major slides off NW-Africa (yellow: slides
on the open slope, red: volcanic slides around the Canary Islands). The thick red
line marks the location of the seismic profile.
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most important preconditioning factors of this slide. The most
likely trigger mechanism is one of the frequently occurring
strong earthquakes in this area.

Lakes as models for ocean
Lakes can be used to study mass wasting on small scales.
Landslides in lakes show a lot of similarities to slides in the
oceans, i.e. same physical principles and same societal
relevance but are less complex and allow basinwide quantifications. Currently, we are investigating seismic data
from Lake Ohrid (Macedonia/Albania, Fig. 4) and Lake Van
Figure 3 | 3D-view of the Valdes submarine slide and parts of the continental
margin off Chile. Due to its position at the landward facing wall of a ridge, we
consider the tsunami potential of this slide as higher than for other slides of
similar size.

(Turkey). Both lakes show numerous subaquatic landslides,
which occur at specific stratigraphic levels. The occurrence
of several slides at the same stratigraphic level suggests a
joint trigger, most likely an earthquake. Hence, the ages of

currents.

the slides can be used as proxy for paleoseismicity around

ii) Stacking of mass wasting events and the alignment of

the lakes. The scientific activities in both lakes take place

buried scarps with much younger headwalls suggest that

in cooperation with the International Continental Scien-

sediments deposited above buried scarps are potentially

tific Drilling Program (ICDP). ICDP drilling at Lake Van is

unstable especially due to differential compaction and

approved for 2010, while a proposal for drilling at Lake Ohrid

oversteepening, and therefore remain unstable after the

is currently under review.

downslope

sediment

transport

by

turbidity

initiation of land sliding. iii) The large size of the slides off
NW-Africa is caused by high sedimentation rates but infrequent triggers.

mass wasting at active margins
Submarine mass wasting at active margins is analyzed off
Chile and in the Andaman Sea. The margin off Chile is characterized by slides of different sizes. The Valdes submarine
landslide is a medium-sized landslide. In contrast to most
other slides along the margin, it is located at the landward
wall of a ridge, which terminates a sedimentary basin
towards the steepening side of the continental slope (Fig. 3).
This setting has important implications for the associated
tsunami wave field (first arrival of positive amplitude). Taking
the steep ridge flank with slope angles of 6°-7° into account,
the potential trigger mechanism is most likely closely related
to the formation and evolution of the ridge. Over-steepening
of rapidly accumulated sediments (high sedimentation rate)
and a weak layer acting as sliding surface seem to be the

Working group

Figure 4 | Lakes, such as Lake Ohrid (Macedonia/Albania), are used as ‘models
for oceans’ where mass wasting can be studied on small scales. The sediment echo sounder profile shows a typical example of a landslide in the lake.
The main focus of the work is the interplay between earthquakes and slope
failures.
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Sea Bottom
Interaction in
Coastal Areas and
River Mouths
| The Junior Research Group „Sea-level Rise and Coastal Erosion” focuses on rapid physical and morphological changes
at those coasts of the world, which are severely under stress due to natural and anthropogenic impacts. These are
river-mouth systems in particular. Reliable prognoses of future coastal development must be based on a fundamental
knowledge of the complex interrelated and interacting coastal processes. The understanding of these processes is
still lacking for many coasts nearby and abroad. Modern measuring techniques with high temporal and spatial resolution are used in this research group to fill the gaps in current data sets and to improve our understanding of coastal
processes.

What is it all about

scales, spanning seconds to thousands of years, and spatial

Coastal zones are widespread over the world. They are

scales ranging from centimeters to hundreds of kilometers.

highly diverse with respect to geological composition,

Therefore a multi-methodical approach is most promising to

physical settings and morphological changes. Many of

analyze these interactions in a qualitative and quantitative

them are densely populated due to good living and working

way. To achieve this, different highly sophisticated hydro-

conditions. This includes in particular river mouth systems,

acoustic and optical devices are simultaneously deployed.

where many mega cities and large harbor sites are located.

Acoustic Doppler Current Profilers (ADCP), Conductivity-Tem-

Climate related sea-level rise, increase of storm intensity

perature-Depth probes (CTD), Optical Backscatter Sensors

and duration, appearance of tsunamis or even manmade

(OBS) and a Laser In-Situ Scattering and Transmissometry

interferences by constructions force many coastal zones

system (LISST) are used to measure water motion and

to adapt in an unintentional way. Often consequences such

condition as well as amount and sizes of suspended parti-

as flooding, erosion, decrease in water quality, or habitat

culate matter (SPM) in the water column. The bathymetry is

change arise. Substantiated answers as well as reliable

recorded by a multibeam echo-sounder (MBES), the consti-

prognoses are strongly needed for high quality coastal zone

tution of the seabed surface by a side-scan sonar (SSS), and

protection and management. Prerequisite and focus of the

sub-bottom structures by a sediment echo-sounder (SES).

group is to provide a detailed understanding of natural and

Ground-truthing is done with various water and sediment

anthropogenic influenced coastal processes and dynamics.

sampling techniques. Some are specially adapted to retrieve

Special interest is given to river mouth systems, which are

material of boundary layers. A complete new laboratory has

hotspots in terms of economical and ecological value and

been established for modern sediment analytics, amongst

risk potential. Most diverse, physical and sediment related

others equipped with a new laser-based particle-size system.

interactions at the interfaces land – sea, water column -

In the following two examples from ongoing projects are

seafloor, and freshwater - seawater occur on various time

presented.

Coastal change caused by water reservoirs?
The demand on freshwater for domestic and industrial
use increases worldwide. Thus, many rivers are nowadays
dammed. This reduces discharge and related sediment
transport to the adjacent coastal regions. Deltaic systems
originating from high riverine sediment input, now often
face estuarine conditions. Coastal erosion and land loss
can arise, as observed at the mouth of the São Francisco
River in Northern Brazil (Fig. 1a). Villages have been
extinguished within a few years. A new research project,
funded by the German Research Foundation (DFG), has been
set up with international partners from Salvador (Brazil),
Natal (Brazil) and Kiel (Germany), including the participation
Figure 1 | a) Satellite image of the São Francisco River mouth (Northern Brazil)
with location of a longitudinal profile A-B, b) acoustically prominent interfaces
between water layers of different temperature and salinity, topped by internal
waves c) ground truthing by CTD measurement, d) varying flow conditions
within the water column, e) particle-size distribution, indicating large aggregates on the interfaces (new, unpublished data).

of the Sea-level Rise and Coastal Erosion group. Coastal
changes caused by damming of the São Francisco River will
be identified during various expeditions. Focus is set on the
sediment- and hydrodynamics at the river mouth, whereof
hardly any information is currently available.
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New data reflects abrupt vertical changes of salinity and
temperature in different water depths (example: 2-3 m, 5-6
m), documenting a pronounced saltwater intrusion into the
estuary up to 7 km (Fig. 1a-d). Water masses of different
physical characteristics and flow conditions appear, interacting at their interfaces, as indicated by internal waves (Fig.
1a-c). This water stratification strongly influences the finegrained sediment dynamics, as shown by abrupt increase
of large particle aggregates at the interfaces (Fig. 1e).
These new findings do not only reflect the already assumed
adjustment of estuarine conditions, but also indicate changes
in sediment dynamics. Based on this information, significant
ecological and economical consequences can be expected.

Impact of dredging activities
Substantial deposits of fine cohesive sediments and
subaqueous dunes of several metres in height are well
known features of many tidal estuaries. They can considerably reduce the navigable depth. Facing the fact of a
growing demand on ship-based cargo transport worldwide,
most navigation channels need intensive maintenance and

Figure 2 | a) schematic view and image of a WI-dredging vessel, c) acoustic
image of the riverbed over a cross-profile in the inner Weser estuary (German
North Sea Coast), reflecting the process of WI-dredging, which is the height
reduction of a subaqueous dune. Fluidised sediment is transported southward
with the tidal current (new, unpublished data).

further construction by dredging to guarantee vessel access.
In this context, questions arise on expanding economical side

The Weser tidal estuary (German North Sea coast) belongs

effects, e.g. dredging costs, and on ecological side effects,

to the most engineered waterways of Germany and abroad.

e.g. habitat changes. Fundamental knowledge of estuarine

Further riverbed adjustments are planned to expand capacity

sediment processes and dredging induced impact is needed,

for increasing vessel sizes, involving further dredging. Effects

which is actively worked out in cluster-related projects of the

of WI-dredging were monitored in the inner Weser estuary

Sea-level Rise and Coastal Erosion group.

during a joint campaign with participation of seven partner

One project focuses on the impact of a special dredging

institutions in June 2008. Detailed insight into the dredging

technique, which triggers sediment dispersal by water

process and related sediment transport is exemplarily shown

injection (WI) to reduce heights of subaqueous dunes

by new side-scan sonar data (Fig. 2b). While dune crests

(Fig. 2a). The investigations are motivated by distinct

are precisely removed by jets of water, injected directly into

advantages of this new method compared to conven-

the riverbed to fluidize surface sediments, material is then

tional

tre-

either transported as bedload or in suspension, congruent

vessel-based

with the direction of the tidal flow. A pronounced dredging

transport of dredged material from dredging to the dumping

related impact on estuarine sediment processes within

sites is avoided. Secondly, the WI-dredging vessel can

the selected river stretches decreases exponentially with

remove small structures more precisely, leading to a much

increasing distance from the dredging site.

techniques.

mendously

reduced,

Firstly,

dredging

because

costs

expensive

are

smaller ecological environmental impact to the sites. The
latter still has to be verified.
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Risk Assessment
in the Coastal Zone
| Climate-induced pressure on coastal areas is resulting in a range of impacts, which include submergence and
flooding, erosion, saltwater intrusion and the loss of wetlands. At the same time, human pressure is increasing as
population along the coast is growing up to three times faster than the global average. The extent of potential impacts is
significant but uncertain. Actual impacts will depend on the degree of change of various climate-related factors as well
as on human response. Our research focuses on assessing the magnitude of these impacts and on understanding how
coastal systems respond to natural forcings as well as the ways in which human development affects this response.
Particular emphasis is given to the ways in which sea-level rise, one of the more certain impacts of global warming,
will exacerbate potential impacts and increase coastal vulnerability.
the DIVA model

should take into account the different ways in which humans

The adverse implications of climatic- and non-climatic-

will respond to those changes. The Junior Research Group

related changes in coastal systems are anticipated to

(JRG) „Coastal Risk Assessment” employs novel modeling

increase in the next years. Such changes may include altera-

tools for exploring the various mechanisms that drive

tions in storm patterns and in sediment balance, increased

coastal change and for evaluating the influence of alternative

erosion, saltwater intrusion and salinisation, loss of wetlands

policies and management regimes on coastal development.

and subsidence. Furthermore, rising sea levels, one of the

In co-operation with the University of Southampton, the

more certain impacts of climate change, will exacerbate the

Potsdam Institute for Climate Impact Research and the Free

impacts of these threats. The slow response of sea level to

University of Amsterdam it is working on the development

warming suggests that the sea levels will continue to rise

and application of the DIVA model, an integrated-assessment

beyond the 21st century, even if mitigation measures were

model that consists of: (i) a global coastal database of

to take place with immediate effect. Besides the anticipated

physical and socio-economic parameters; (ii) a series of

increase in physical exposure, the vulnerability of coastal

interacting modules that represent the different natural and

systems will continue to increase as a result of the existing

human coastal subsystems. Work focuses on the further

trends in the utilisation of the coastal zone by humans.

development, updating and maintenance of the coastal

The predicted rates of population increase and the current

database that underlies the DIVA model and on the appli-

patterns of coastal development make imperative the design

cation of the model for different socio-economic and climatic

of adaptation measures in order to reduce the risk for

scenarios. Current work on the application of the model

population. Hence, assessments must look beyond 2100 and

includes an assessment of risk and adaptation to sea-level
rise for the EU27 region in the 21st century. The impacts of
sea-level rise are assessed in terms of: the number of people
that are affected by annual flooding and that are forced to
migrate due to coastal erosion; monetary damage costs;
and adaptation costs. Initial findings of the JRG suggest that
socio-economic development along the coast is the principal
driver of the impacts in the first half of the century while
the effects of sea-level rise become more apparent in the
second half. However, adaptation measures substantially
reduce the impacts and look affordable in relation to the size
of the economy.

Human impacts in the Venecian coastal zone
The rapid development of the shipping industry is a typical
example of the challenges posed by the utilization of the
coastal zone by humans. Shipping in coastal areas leads
to sediment resuspension events, having several detrimental effects in shipping channels and lagoons. Many of
these channels are located in important estuarine systems.
Figure 1 | Distribution of damage cost under A2 without adaptation (A2+NO)
in 2100

Resuspension increases turbidity, thereby blocking sunlight
and decreasing biological productivity. The sediment can
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cally and economically, to the denizens of Venice. As the
shipping industry increases and more channels and harbours
are created throughout the world, the understanding of
shipping-induced sediment mobilization is necessary to
protect vital ecosystems.

Outlook for 2009
Impacts, risks and vulnerability to coastal hazards and how
these will be exacerbated by sea-level rise constitutes the
primary research focus of the Junior Research Group. Ongoing
work on the above topics will continue while, following the
arrival of new group members, the range of coastal processes
that is being studied has been expanded. Current topics in
the group’s research agenda include: the monitoring and
Figure 2 | People flooded under the A2 scenario without adaptation 2100.

modelling of the response of coastal wetlands to accelerated sea-level rise in the Wadden Sea; the development of

represent navigational hazards and re-suspension can

coastal typologies and databases for impact and vulnerability

serve to remobilize previously isolated contaminants. Large

analysis; and forecasting the impacts of coastal hazards in

ships in shipping channels often re-suspend sediments

land use development.

through the motion of their propellers, however where deep
shipping channels are found adjacent to extensive shoals a
powerful forced solitary long wave can be produced creating
massive re-suspension events of long duration (Fig. 3). The
JRG is investigating sediment re-suspension in the Venice
Lagoon. Over the course of three sampling campaigns a
bevy of geophysical instruments has and will be utilized to
capture and record the re-suspension events caused by the
production of these special waves in the Venice Lagoon. We
hypothesize that the majority of sediment re-suspension in
the Venice Lagoon is caused by the formation and propagation of these waves, which can be prevented by reducing
the speed of ships as well as limiting navigation to the period
from medium to high tide. Though Venice serves as a case
study for similar ports around the world, the situation there
is particularly dire as most of the sediment in the vicinity
of the port is highly contaminated. These large events can
remobilize large concentrations of pollutants and allow them
to spread to more pristine areas of the lagoon. This serves
as a potentially devastating problem for the health of the
lagoon’s ecosystem, which is critically important, both physi-

working group

Figure 3 | This figure shows data collected from an S4 electromagnetic current
meter on March 10th at 6:30 pm. After the ship passes there is a long decrease
in the water level with a corresponding increase in water velocity. The water returns to its original height in less than a second signifying the passing of a wall
of water. This passage leads to a major re-suspension event of long duration.
The total turbidity is so high it extends beyond the maximum detection limit of
the S4 sensors. This type of resuspension event is particularly detrimental to
the health of the Venice Lagoon.
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International Law
of the Sea
| Almost every ocean activity, be it maritime traffic, fishing, resource exploitation, the laying of pipelines and sea cables,
marine scientific research or the protection of the ocean, involves the legal question whether at all and, in case of
affirmation, under what circumstances it may be undertaken. With a view to the international plane, the answers
to that question are enshrined in the international law of the sea, which constitutes one of the oldest and most
practically relevant areas of public international law. The Junior Research Group (JRG) „Law of the Sea” strives to
comprehensively analyze the existing legal framework in the light of current challenges deriving from climate change,
increasing energy resource scarcity and overexploitation of the seas.
Methodology: A Comprehensive Approach

activities and measures their impact against the prerequi-

The work conducted within the JRG is based on the premise

sites of the concept of sustainability. To achieve this goal the

that attention should first of all be directed at the existing

JRG is closely collaborating with other research groups of the

law before asking what international law should say. Such a

cluster. For instance, an evaluation of the effectiveness of the

‘realistic’ approach involves an identification of the pertinent

international and European law of fisheries cannot be under-

legal rules and their interpretation based on a strict appli-

taken without including aspects of marine biology (stock

cation of the accepted methods of interpretation (primarily

developments) and economics (stock values). The same is

wording, context, object and purpose). It takes the rules

true with regard to almost all other ocean activities: Whether

contained in the United Nations’ Convention on the Law of

or not a certain project (such as, e.g., storage of CO2 below

the Sea of 1982 (UNCLOS), which is sometimes referred to

the seabed) may lawfully be undertaken in the light of a risk

as the „constitution for the oceans”, as the starting point.

assessment based on the precautionary principle depends

This treaty was concluded „to settle, in a spirit of mutual

on an in-depth analysis of the probability and gravity of the

understanding and cooperation, all issues relating to the

dangers which might result from the activity concerned. The

law of the sea […]” (preamble), and has, since its entry into

need to cooperate in a multidisciplinary manner naturally

force in 1994, received almost universal acceptance. Based

also affects the dialogue with state authorities, non-go-

on the regulatory requirements contained therein, the JRG

vernmental organizations and other stakeholders. The JRG

comprehensively examines the legality of individual ocean

is actively cooperating with the Federal Maritime Agency on

Figure 1 | New evaluation of the outer limits of the continental shelf in the Arctic Ocean according to A. Proelss and T. Müller (2008). Under this view, a cut-off of the
continental shelf areas applies 350 nautical miles from the coast, whenever the coastal state’s shelf area would be determined by the existence of the ridge. This
definition results in a substantially larger and continuous unassigned area that would fall under the international regime of the deep seabed. Most of the combined
outer limit of Canada and Greenland consists of the 350 nautical miles cut off line while the Russian outer limit remains a combination of both.
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issues such as the legal regime relevant to ship emissions.

Research: Protection and Use of the Oceans

In early 2009, Alexander Proelss delivered a legal opinion

Research activities undertaken in 2008 comprised several

on the legality of iron fertilization experiments, on which the

talks and publications on, inter alia, the legal regime of the

German Federal Ministry of Education and Research based its

Arctic Ocean, the management of marine genetic resources

decision to approve the undertaking of the Indo-German iron

under UNCLOS, the fight against piracy, the protection of

fertilization experiment „LOHAFEX” in the Southern Atlantic

marine mammals (together with the research group of Ursula

Ocean. The members of the JRG are also participating in

Siebert, Research and Technology Centre Westcoast, Büsum /

a working group on the future common fisheries policy of

Germany) and the legality of iron fertilization activities. In an

the European Community (EC), which includes stakeholders

article published in the Heidelberg Journal of International

from all relevant branches, and it plans to submit a comment

Law („The Legal Regime of the Arctic Ocean”), Alexander

to the EC´s green paper „Reform of the Common Fisheries

Proelss and Till Müller addressed the issue of continental

Policy.”

shelf delineation in the Arctic, the competences of the UN
Commission on the Outer Limits of the Continental Shelf, the

International cooperation

question of passage through the North West Passage, and

International cooperation constitutes the third pillar of

the protection of the Arctic environment in a comprehensive

the work conducted by the JRG as evidenced by the recent

manner. They concluded that the dispute over the control

appointment of Alexander Proelss as one of the two German

of the North West Passage as well as the struggle over the

members to the newly established Committee on „Baselines

resources of the Arctic seabed are adequately addressed by

under the International Law of the Sea” of the International

the rules contained in UNCLOS. In particular, contrary to

Law Association. He is also the co-organizer of the interna-

what has been argued to date, a rather large portion of the

tional law lecture series of the Walther-Schücking-Institute

sea-bed underlying the Arctic Ocean cannot be claimed as

for International Law and has repeatedly invited world leading

extended continental shelf and is, as it forms part of the

experts on the law of the sea (Alan Boyle, Kari Hakapää) to

deep ocean floor, subject to the regime of the Area (Fig. 1).

Kiel. The existing cooperation with the Scandinavian Institute
of Maritime Law (Oslo) was deepened by initiating an informal

Governing the Future Ocean

PhD-student exchange programme. Under this programme,

The members of the JRG (one professor, one secretary,

the Scandinavian Institute as well as the JRG will mutually

one post-doc, three PhD students) will continue to undertake

fund research visits of PhD students to Oslo and Kiel respec-

research on all pertinent aspects of the law of the sea.

tively. The programme is addressed to students who wish

Primary attention will be paid to a 1.500 pages commentary

to broaden their research by including certain aspects of

on UNCLOS, which will be edited by Alexander Proelss and

maritime law (in Oslo) and international law of the sea (in

published by C.H. Beck in collaboration with Hart Publishing

Kiel) respectively. The collaboration between the Institutes

in 2011. The treatise will be the first systematic, element

will be further advanced by a scientific series entitled „Inter-

by element analysis of the provisions of the Convention and

national Law of the Sea and Maritime Law”, which will jointly

will involve the cooperation of the majority of law of the sea

be edited by Doris König (Hamburg), Trine-Lise Wilhelmsen

experts worldwide.

(Oslo) and Alexander Proelss (Kiel). Recent activities also
include a workshop on „Marine and Coastal Resources: Risks
and Law” which was jointly organized by the Cluster of Excellence „The Future Ocean” JRGs „Seafloor Warming” led by
Tina Treude and „Law of the Sea” in October 2008.

Working group

Selected publications
1 | Proelss, A. and Müller, T., (2008).
The Legal Regime of the Arctic Ocean, Zeitschrift für
ausländisches öffentliches Recht und Völkerrecht
(=Heidelberg Journal of International Law),
68, pp. 651-88.
2 | Proelss, A.
Marine Mammals
R. Wolfrum (ed.), Max Planck Encyclopedia of Public
International Law, http://www.mpepil.com/.

Monika Krivickaite, Petra Gnadt, Alexander Proelß,
Kerstin Güssow, Ursula Blanke-Kießling, Killian O‘Brien

3 | Proelss, A., (2008).
Marine Genetic Resources under UNCLOS and the
CBD.
German Yearbook of International Law, 51, 31 pp. (in
print).
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Technical
Infrastructure Platforms
| To provide technical infrastructure and resources for all scientists within the Future Ocean, a platform concept has
been established. Platform P1, Numerical Simulation, recognizes that many aspects of research require access to
high performance computing facilities and modern numerical techniques. This expertise and support is offered by a
network connecting the Interdisciplinary Center for Numerical Simulation, the Seismic Processing Center and the
ocean and climate modeling groups with the Computing Centers at Kiel University. Platform P2, the Tracer Analysis Center, supports research through highly specialized and accurate isotope and trace metal analysis instruments.
Advanced techniques have been integrated to offer a comprehensive analytical support. Platform P3, Molecular
Technology, comprises high throughput molecular techniques. It greatly benefits from the new Center for Molecular
Biosciences (ZMB) recently established in Kiel and pursues improved understanding of human diseases by the study
of marine organisms and mechanistic studies of pH-sensitive processes in plankton at the molecular level. Platform
P4, Ocean Observatories offers support for in-situ observations of current conditions and on-going trends in the ocean.
These require an array of oceanographic sampling and observing platforms. The Technology and Logistics Center for
Ocean Observations at Kiel serves as the nucleus for cutting edge technology to explore the ocean over space and time
and in remote regions from the oceanic crust to the air-sea interface (P4). The platforms set up in the Future Ocean
allow for an efficient use of resources and will be extended according to the needs of the working groups.

P1 | Numerical Simulation

P2 | Tracer Analysis

Excellence. They require an infrastructure for high-perfor-

use of isotopes, trace elements, and trace compounds,

mance computing, development of interfaces for algorithms

which are the basis for marine research. It plays a key role

and software from different areas, in particular marine

in the research of ocean conditions of the past and has an

science and numerical mathematics, the ability to store and

important role in guiding our understanding of the future

manage data in an efficient way, and to provide expertise

ocean. This research requires highly specialized and accurate

from mathematics and computer science for large-scale

isotope and trace metal analysis.

Numerical Simulations play a key role in the Cluster of

numerical problems.

Tracer analysis provides analytical infrastructure for the

Currently the platform comprises a Broadband Laser Light

The computing infrastructure comprises of a vector machine

Source consisting of two main components, a mode-locked

NEC SX-8 located in the computing center (Rechenzentrum,

ps-Nd:YAG pump laser with harmonic frequency conversion

RZ) of the university which was extended by an additional

unit (EKSPLA, PL2241A), and an optical parametric generator/

node for applications computed in cluster projects. The

amplifier (OPG/OPA) with difference-frequency generation

numerical simulation platform also extended the Opteron-

(DFG) option (EKSPLA, PG401/DFG2-10P). The laser system

Parallel Machine in the computer center, acquired a dedicated

combines good spectral resolution (band width <6 cm-1) with

server for the processing of Seismic Data together with

very wide detection wavelength coverage (VIS – IR spectral

various hardware upgrades to high performance computer

range) and thus acts as a versatile light source.

facilities. The platform also provided Software for Algorithmic

The platform also maintains a gas chromatograph-coupled

Dataassimilaton. Platform P1 is predominantly used by the

isotope-ratio-mass-spectrometer (GC-IRMS) MAT 253 with

groups investigating Oceanic CO2 uptake and Ocean Circu-

Gaschromatography-Interface.

lation.

measurements of H(D), C, and N stable isotope ratios in

The

instrument

enables
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Platforms

organic molecules that are characteristic for certain marine

The MaxwellTM 16 System is a small automatic purification

algae or derived from land plants and can be extracted from

system for genomic DNA, RNA and protein that can process

marine sediments. Stable isotope ratios of D, C, N from long-

up to 16 samples in 30 minutes that can be taken into the

chained fossil hydrocarbon molecules provide very sophis-

field, for example, on board a ship. It processes DNA/RNA

ticated paleoenvironmental indicators for the marine and

samples as they are collected, and includes a metagenomic

terrestrial biosphere.

filtration system to rapidly collect size fractions of planktonic

Other instruments are i.e. a quadrupol Mass spectro-

organisms.

meter, an ultra-sensitive mass spectrometer for stable

Platform P3 is mainly used by the Ocean Acidification,

isotope analysis in carbonates, a 193 nm Excimer Laser

Seafloor Warming and Marine Medicine groups of the Cluster

Ablation-Inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometer, a

of Excellence.

gas chromatography combustion system for an Infrared
mass spectrometer. Research platform P2 is mainly used by
groups researching the sea surface chemistry, ocean acidification, mineral seafloor resources, seafloor warming and gas
hydrate formation.

P4 | Ocean Observatories

The Ocean Observatory platform has the mandate to

provide multi-facetted observational capabilities that meet
the wide range of requirements for research to be carried

P3 | Molecular Technology

out within in the Kiel Future Ocean Network. The platform

logies to marine biology projects. It was founded in an

various distances.

This platform provides high-throughput molecular techno-

holds instruments deployed at the sea floor, traveling the
water column, swimming on the surface or observing from

interdisciplinary approach by three faculties (Medicine,

Available instruments are i.e. 300 L Mesocosms for repli-

Mathematics & Natural Sciences and Agriculture/Nutrition)

cated shipboard plankton studies with manipulative experi-

to concentrate automated technologies in life sciences.

ments, benthic mesocosms with oxygen exchange systems

The platform offer in particular (i) (ultra)high-throughput

for integration into existing bottom landers, an „Ocean Tracer

analyses of genetic diversity, (ii) systematic expression

Injection System” (OTIS) for injection of artificial tracer

profiling, (iii) robot-assisted cell-based assays including

into ocean interior, a continuous imaging flow cytometer

automated genome-wide siRNA transfection protocols, (iv)

(FlowCAM) for real time monitoring of particles in fluids, a

competitive proteome analysis techniques and (v) high-

controlled aeration system for CO2 manipulation of seawater

throughput live imaging facilities.

in laboratory, mesocosm and field experiments, a shallow-

The infrastructure of platform P3 currently comprises of a

water side-scan-sonar and low-voltage mini-boomer for

Qiagen BR8000 as a workstation capable of high-throughput,

hydroacoustic imaging in coastal applications, a parametric

walk-away DNA purification from a variety of biological

sub-bottom profiler (SES-2000) for shallow water appli-

specimen. It is complemeted with a 96-capillary 3730xl

cations, an optical instrument for in-situ measurement

DNA Analyzer from Applied Biosystems. These large-scale

of particle size spectra (LISST-100) for characterisation

sequencing capabilities are important for all cluster scientists

of suspended matter, a 600 kHz Acoustic Doppler Current

that work with biological material.

Profiler (ADCP) for shallow water applications, seismometers

The Biacore X100 System uses a label-free surface

with 8000 m depth capability, Benthos C3D side-scan-sonar

plasmon resonance (SPR) based technology which allows to

for seabed mapping. The platform also applied various

study biomolecular interactions in real time. Protein-protein

special upgrades to the ROV „Kiel 6000” in order to support

interaction, protein-ligand interaction or any biomolecule

the cluster’s working groups. Platform P4 is mainly used by

of interest interacting with a specific binding partner can

the research groups working on Sealevel-rise and coasts at

be studied with high sensitivity. This allows understanding

risk, submarine hazards, and seafloor resources.

biological processes at the molecular level and gains insights
into binding events that drive them.
To allow for the nucleic acid extraction step in the processing
of field samples for normal and qPCR „sea-going molecular
biology equipment” has been acquired for on-board use.
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Parameterization of
near surface vertical
mixing processes by
multiscale methods

| Selected Projects

| The project aims to improve the parameterization of near surface vertical mixing processes by applying a 3-D nonhydrostatic Large-Eddy Simulation (LES) model to the surface ocean to explicitly resolve spatial scales ranging from
500 m down to 1 m. The results are compared with different state-of-the-art parameterizations of vertical mixing as used
in the existing global ocean circulation models to optimize parameters associated with the parameterizations of vertical
mixing and, subsequently, to examine the sensitivity of modelled carbon uptake on the optimized parameterizations.
Project Goals

(a) a quantitative comparison of these two models, (b) an

The biotic uptake of carbon of the ocean crucially depends

assemblage of statistical data of velocity fluctuations for

on near surface vertical mixing processes. Vertical mixing

different characteristic ocean situations including tempe-

transports the essential nutrients from the aphotic to the

rature and salinity fluctuations were conducted.

euphotic zone where photosynthesis can take place. This

The use of the hydrostatic approximation is justified only

upward flux of nutrients is (in steady state) in turn balanced

for the case of a very anisotropic geometry, i.e. the horizontal

by the export of organic materials down to the aphotic zone,

length Lx, Ly of the computational domain Ω are much larger

i.e. it is directly related to the biotically induced carbon
drawdown in the ocean (the biological carbon pump). In ocean

than the vertical length Lz. Therefore, for a quantitative
comparison of the two flow models, we studied the impact of

models these processes have to be parameterized since not

the anisotropy of the computational domain to the relative

all spatial scales can be resolved. These parametrizations are

error in the L2-norm

still a source of large uncertainties concerning the carbon
uptake of the oceans. State-of-the-art global ocean general
circulation models, as used e.g. in the cluster of excellence’s
working groups to predict future oceanic carbon uptake,

Here, vhsa(t) denotes the velocity solution for the hydrostatic

resolve at the smallest spatial scales approximately 10 km in

approximation and vnse(t) the velocity of the full Navier-Stokes

the lateral and 10m in the vertical direction due to computa-

equations at time t. The mesh size was small enough so that

tional limitations. The effect of important smaller (sub-grid)

the influence of mesh was negligible.

scale processes on the resolved scales in the model has to

For the enhancement of the turbulent parameterization,

be parameterized. Such a parameterization is non-trivial and

Reynolds stresses of the velocity fluctuations, e.g. ρu΄i u΄j ,

is one of the main problems in today’s attempts to model the

should be statistically evaluated for the full Navier-Stokes

ocean circulation and its biogeochemical cycles.

model and compared with the used parameterization of the
hydrostatic approximation. To this end, software routines for

Comparing Approximations

the evaluation of those terms have been written.

As a common platform for comparison to the full Navier-

Finally, as an extension of the Navier-Stokes equations an

Stokes equations project the hydrostatic approximation was

additional equation for the temperature and a variable density

implemented as the first task in this project. Subsequently

was implemented in the local model. The density variations
enter into the momentum equation via the gravitation force
(Boussinesq approximation). In Fig. 1 the temperature is
visualized for a flow with a colder fluid at the top and a warm
fluid at the bottom, leading to instabilities and mixing.

Outlook
Upcoming work includes more detailed analysis of the difference of hydrostatic flow and Navier-Stokes flow for higher
aspect ratios (> 1000) and for non-constant density flows.
Furthermore, the developed routines for monitoring statistical quantities (e.g. Reynolds stresses) will be applied and
their results will be compared to the parameterizations of a
global ocean model in order to improve them.
Figure 1 | Temperature field for a variable density flow. A cold fluid is located
at the surface while warmer fluid is at the bottom. This configuration leads to
instabilities due to higher density fluid above lower density fluid.

project team
Malte Braack, Heiner Dietze, Carsten Eden, Ulrike
Löptien and Madlen Kimmritz (PhD Student)

Selected Projects
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Modelling
chemo-sensor
aided foraging in
zooplankton

| Selected Projects

| In many models used to investigate the role of plankton in marine ecosystems, zooplankton predation, which can
govern the simulated plankton dynamics, is oversimplified. Moreover, plankton biodiversity is not well captured,
although it might enhance the ability of ecosystems to adapt to climate change. From preliminary studies it became
apparent that different predation formulations can significantly improve plankton dynamics. Can they also facilitate
biodiversity in plankton models?
A new model framework
In an introductory study on fitting a formulation for chemosensor aided feeding to literature data of feeding experiments it became apparent that capturing the complexity of
the feeding process of zooplankton requires a more detailed
model. In particular, feeding strategies vary with predator
and prey size, and both size-dependent source and sink
terms need to be accounted for. In this new model framework,
body size of prey and predator should play a central role in
governing the feeding behavior.
In the new model, predator and prey abundances are
described by size spectra (Fig. 1). Each predator can choose
a feeding strategy from a range of possible options, including
chemodetection of prey. The different strategies are distinguished by their effect on the prey size spectrum (size
signature). Their benefits are compared using the predator‘s
energy budget, where the size-resolved ingestion rates
constitute the source terms. Sinks are costs for mainte-

Figure 2 | Ingestion size spectra of three predators (body sizes 410 µm Equivalent spherical diameter ESD, blue; 440 µm, green; 610 µm, red), assuming a
gaussian ingestion spectrum. Black line: oligotrophic production from field observations. Blue and green areas indicate ingestion shared between predators
due to overlapping prey size ranges.

Preliminary results

nance, production of structural material and motility. The

A steady state calculation was conducted to investigate the

optimal feeding strategy for a predator of given size is the

potential effects of implementing different feeding strategies

one giving the highest ingestion at lowest cost in the current

in a size-resolved plankton model. With the assumptions

prey environment. At every instant, a predator can adapt its

that a) all prey production is consumed and that b) feeding

strategy and thus react to changes in the prey environment.

strategies can be represented by Gaussian or log-normal
curves, ingestion size spectra were calculated for predator and
prey of different sizes, and for different feeding strategies.
Input parameters were total and maximum ingestion from
literature data as well as a fixed optimum prey size.
The resulting curves demonstrate that while large predators
occupy wide ecological niches on the prey size spectrum,
small predators have narrower prey size ranges. Thus, large
predators dominate a wide niche and lead to low predator
diversity, whereas a greater number of small predators
can coexist on a given prey size range and allow for higher
predator diversity. Here, whether predators compete or
coexist, depends on the available production that needs to
be shared between the predators.

Figure 1 | Schematic of the proposed model. Predator and prey are described
by abundance size spectra (blue boxes). The predator‘s energy budget consists
of source terms (pink box) and sink terms (turquoise box). Energy sources are
feeding strategies differing in their effect on the prey size spectrum, and their
net yield (blue areas under ingestion curves). Energy sinks are e.g. size-dependent maintenance costs.

Different feeding strategies, here Gaussian vs. log-normal
distributions calculated from the same total and maximum
ingestion, affect different prey sizes, and differ in the total
prey size range. In this way, a particular feeding strategy can
be better suited to a given prey environment than another.
The size signature of the feeding strategy can impede the

project team

invasion of the ecological niche for other competing predators.
The choice of feeding strategy can also shape the trophic
structure of the ecosystem by targeting a different size class.

Andreas Oschlies, Markus Pahlow, Ulf Riebesell
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Effect of
increased CO2 on
cellular ion transport
mechanisms

| Selected Projects

The long term consequences of anthropogenic CO2 rise in the ocean hit all marine organisms from the starting point
of the nutritional chain to complex organisms. Protists, for example, suffer in respect of the formation and calcification of shells. Marine worms exhibit only limited tolerance to chronically elevated CO2 and react to this impairment
with a substantial decrease in synthesis of function proteins. To monitor the state of ion transport and homeostasis in
organisms, organs or at the level of single cells we provide different techniques established in mammals that will be
adapted to new organisms and cells.
This project investigated the effects

1,2

cellular level. Membrane transport

Relative Ratio

on marine model organisms at the

1,0

and compensatory mechanisms for

*
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Figure 1 | Microfluorimetric
measurement of cytosolic
pH. Confocal image of Emiliania huxleyi protoplast after fluorescent dye loading.
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Figure 2 | pHi depends on ambient H+ concentrations. Relative changes in fluorescence ratio in C.
pelagicus (top) and E. huxleyi (bottom). A decrease in ratio corresponds to acidification.

pathway

depending

was
on

extracellular Cl- or
K+

concentration.

Changes in pHi were
most prominent for
Cl- in C. pelagicus.

BCECF-AM (Bis-(carboxyethyl)-5(6)-carboxyfluoresceinacet-

The measurements in C. pelagicus and E. huxleyi indicate

oxymethylester) and fluorescence intensities are recorded by

that H+ uptake is either directly or indirectly coupled to the

video imaging and confocal microscopy (Fig. 1). Calibration

concentrations of K+ and Cl-. The coupling could be either via

and dye loading were optimized for time constancy.

Cl- or K+ dependent membrane voltage, or via Cl- coupled acid/

Out of equilibrium solutions for the isolated measurement

base transporters. To distinguish between these pathways it

of cell membrane permeabilities for CO2, HCO3- and H+ were

became necessary to change the ambient concentrations of

generated and applied. Immunofluorescence was observed

CO2 / HCO3- /H+ out of equilibrium. We adapted the respective

in coccolithophorids with antibodies against transporters and

methods and focused on E. huxleyi.

carbonic anhydrases.

In addition to the H+ permeability, experiments with out-ofequilibrium solutions (OOE) for CO2 / HCO3- /H+ revealed a

Results

surprisingly low CO2 permeability of E. huxleyi and a permea-

Ambient changes in pH directly influence pHi values signi-

bility for HCO3- (Fig. 2). Interestingly, influx of HCO3- resulted

ficantly as shown in Fig. 2. Data is comparable for both C.

in an acidification of the cell. Based on these findings we

pelagicus and E. huxleyi and in the investigated time frame

were able to design a first draft of a cell model to generate

no obvious compensation by cellular mechanisms could be

hypotheses on the transporters and ion channels involved

Figure 3 | Draft model of putative pathways for
HCO3- , CO2 and H+ in E. huxleyi. Experiments
indicate a direct H+ pathway, probably via ion
H
channels, acidifying the cytoplasm as well as
the chloroplasts. CO2 permeability seems to be
H
tightly controlled over the plasma membrane,
CO
an external application of high CO2 showing no
HCO
detectable effect on pHi. External application of
HCO3- acidified the cytoplasm and chloroplasts.
The acidification could be explained by immediate metabolism of HCO3- and compartmentalisation of CO32- leaving H+ in the
cytosol. Golgi-derived vesicles or the coccolith vesicle itself are likely compartments. Experiments with ion replacements suggest either a Cl- coupled HCO3uptake step or the presence of anion channels permeable for HCO3- .
CO2

+

+

23

3

-

(Fig. 3).

Outlook
Future projects will concentrate on the search of candidate
transporters and channels in E. huxleyi genome. Permeability data will be introduced into E. huxleyi computer model
for ion fluxes. Finally pharmacological and functional profiling
of membrane permeability will be combined with electrical
measurements.

project team
Markus Bleich, Ulf Riebesell, Kerstin Suffrian
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3-D Modeling of
Seafloor Structures
from ROV-based
Video Data

Selected Projects

| Selected Projects

| Underwater objects and structures like black smokers, ship wrecks, or coral reefs, which can only be observed by diving
personally or operating a ROV, are difficult to study. Among the data providing information about such objects are often
image sequences. The goal of this project is to analyze the feasibility and limitations of structure from motion (SfM) algorithms for 3-D reconstruction based on underwater images. 3-D models computed by this approach are detailed visualizations of the object or scene in question and can be used for volumetric measurements, documentation, and presentation to the general public. In this project video data of black smokers recorded by the ROV Kiel 6000 (Fig. 1) is analyzed.
resulting in a 3D surface model. Some adaptations to the
special underwater imaging environment have been made:
a segmentation step detects the background containing only
water and allows filtering erroneous 2D correspondences and
entries in the dense depth maps. A color correction approach
based on a physical model for light propagation underwater
allows the correction of the bluish or greenish hue always
present on underwater images. Figure 3 shows some results
of the algorithm: a reconstructed camera path, a resulting
model, and the same model with corrected colors.

Outlook
Figure 1 | ROV Kiel 6000

First Results

During

the

next

months a new set
of image sequences

So far, the algorithm can be applied to rigid local seafloor

that has been recorded

structures and it has been possible to reconstruct several

in January this year

parts of the black smoker. In order to accomplish that, the

will be analyzed. In

ROV’s HDTV camera has been calibrated. Fig. 2 shows the

addition, the algorithm

general structure of the algorithm. Images are related to each

will be expanded to

other by 2D-2D correspondences. The algorithm is initialized

enable merging several

by estimating the epipolar geometry between two frames.

subsequences

Triangulation results in a sparse 3D point cloud, which allows

into
one large 3-D model. Figure 2 | Overview SfM algorithm.

reconstructing the remaining camera path by adding camera

The color correction routines will be tested on the new image

poses through 2D-3D camera tracking. Via computing dense

sequences.

depth maps, the sparse 3D point cloud is filled further, finally

Figure 3 | 3D point cloud with camera path, middle: 3D model, right: 3D model with repaired texture colors.

project team

Selected publication

Reinhard Koch, Colin Devey, Thomas Kuhn, Lars Rüpke

Anne Sedlazeck, Kevin Koeser and Reinhard Koch
(2009): 3D Reconstruction Based on Underwater Video
from ROV Kiel 6000 Considering Underwater Imaging
Conditions IEEE OCEANS Conference 2009, Bremen,
Germany.
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The
seRVICES
„The system of life on this planet
is so astoundingly complex that it
was a long time before man even
realized that it was a system at all
and that it wasn‘t something that
was just there.“
					Douglas Adams
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Internal and
external communication
in Public outreach
| Scientific topics are well-established in the media, visitor numbers at science festivals like on the scientific outreach
vessel Jenny are on the increase and out-of-school learning facilities, such as science centres, experimental sessions
or universities of the first age, are growing in popularity. Therefore, the Public Outreach group in the Cluster of Excellence „The Future Ocean“ is pursuing the aim of directing public interest in science to maritime and interdisciplinary
research subjects as well as promoting a dialogue between science and society over the long term (Fig. 1).
Internal networking as a precondition to
external communication
The more than 140 scientists of The Future Ocean research

and offered a guided tour in the new laser laboratory. In
August, Kerstin Schrottke reported on new measuring
equipment and methods used on the research vessel

network are based in various locations on campus as well as

Littorina.

at the four individual institutions in Kiel. Research is carried

current research projects being carried out by her research

out within working groups, who themselves often bridge

group

more than one location. Exchange of information either in

IFM-GEOMAR.

In

at

December,

the

Tina

Technical

and

Treude

presented

Logistics

Centre

the
of

person or via specific media did not take place in a formalised manner. The challenge for the public outreach project

Branding through uniform public image

was therefore to create tools for internal communication that,

In 2008, teachers and students at the Muthesius Academy

on the one hand, provide information for all members and,

of Fine Arts created a specific corporate design for the cluster

on the other, contribute to the new working group leaders,

of excellence which was used in the production of cluster

members of staff as well as principal investigators, being
able to identify themselves with the goals of the research
network and thereby invigorating the spirit of the project.
A number of measures have been adopted in this respect:
An internal monthly newsletter (named INTERN) was

newsletter | intranet | webpage
childrens university | pupil - scientist - partnerships

internal communication

school programs

drafted. The newsletter mainly serves to disseminate inter
disciplinary academic publications relating to the cluster, to
introduce new members and employees, to announce
visiting academics, events or news that contributes to building

PUBLIC OUTREACH FUTURE OCEAN
| Understanding the ocean sustaining our future

the network. Eleven newsletters were published in 2008.
The internal lecture series „Blaue Stunde” was launched
which serves as a platform for the Junior Research Groups
(JRG) to introduce their main areas of research (Figure 2).
The aim is to improve networking amongst the members of

external communication

exhibition

public events | fairs
science festival | symposia

the working groups. Four events were held by JRG heads in
2008: In May, Alexander Proelß presented an introduction to international maritime law and its significance
for the exploitation of resources in the deep sea. In July,
Gernot Friedrichs reported on his research group’s current
project „Ocean Surface Chemistry and Reaction Kinetics”

science | broad public
decision makers
Figure 1 | Public Outreach: Science communication.

Public Outreach
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Figure 2 | ”Blaue Stunde“: Kerstin Schrottke reports on new measuring
equipment.

Figure 4 | About 200 Participants attended the panel discussion “The Future
Ocean“ which was chared by Gerald Traufetter, Science editor of Der Spiegel,
europes largest news magazine.

flyers, the www.ozean-der-zukunft.de website, as well as

Public events

posters and presentations. Thanks to this corporate design

The public outreach team organises lectures and panel

contributions of the Cluster of Excellence „The Future Ocean”

discussions on topics of the cluster of excellence for

made at conferences and events are clearly distinguished

the

as being part of the cluster. Thus the profile of the cluster

conjunction with the Leibniz Institute of Maritime Sciences

of excellence in both the scientific community and public is

(IFM-GEOMAR), has organised the public „Kieler Woche”

raised. A large number of printed products such as posters or

lectures within the framework of the world‘s largest sailing

flyers have been produced. The recent image film produced

event and the largest public festival in northern Europe. The

by the Land Schleswig-Holstein entitled „Sea - Our Future”

subjects spanned topics from ocean observation systems

on marine and maritime beacon projects included sequences

to marine medicine and the dispute on the situation in the

on the laser laboratory of Gernot Friedrichs and networking

Arctic region concerning international law. The lectures were

in the cluster of excellence. In the fall of 2008 the German

well-attended with an average of 60 participants. Under the

Research Foundation (DFG) launched a campaign for an

title “The oceans and global climate change – a challenge to

online video portal which was designed to introduce all of

society and economy″, the cluster of excellence organised a

the organisations funded within the framework of the Excel-

public panel discussion during the 2nd Bi-Annual Symposium

lence Initiative with a short film. Against this background the

“The Future Ocean″. In the Kiel University‘s Museum of

Public Outreach group produced a draft for a short film on

Art Professor of meteorology Mojib Latif (IFM-GEOMAR)

the future ocean and casted the suitable actors. The film was

and Professor for economy Till Requate (Kiel University)

shot in one day in fall 2008 (Fig. 3).

highlighted the consequences of oceanic and climate change

interested

public.

The

cluster

from different perspectives (Fig. 4).

Figure 3 | Making of the Cluster Image film: Interview with Speaker Martin Visbeck.

of

excellence,

in
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Future ocean exhibition
| The exhibition „Future Ocean“ - a travelling exhibition with modular exhibits - communicates the scientific topics
pursued by the Cluster of Excellence „The Future Ocean“ in Kiel. Guided by questions such as „Who owns the ocean?“,
„Can we still eat fish tomorrow?“ or „How can we store greenhouse gas in the ocean?“, visitors are given more information on marine research and on how apparently disparate topics like the „Law of the Sea“, „Fisheries“ or „Seafloor
Resources“ are interconnected. The exhibition „Future Ocean“, was the highlight of knowledge communication in 2008.
lens and an ocean observatory that shows modern maritime
research equipment in a scale of 1:10. As part of the official
opening on 25 June 2008 by Federal President Horst Köhler,
Prime Minister of the state of Schleswig-Holstein Peter Harry
Carstensen and Hamburg Mayor Ole von Beust, particular
attention was paid to the area of „the Future Ocean” (Fig. 3).
90,000 people had visited the museum by the end of 2008.
The maritime science floor is one of the main attractions and
demonstrates the high national and international standing of
the Kiel maritime sciences.
Individual modules and subjects of „The Future Ocean”
exhibition were also displayed in 2008:

Figure 1 | The floating science centre MS Wissenschaft: Prof. Dr. Ing. Matthias
Kleiner, President of the German Research Foundation (DFG), Thomas Rachel,
Parliamentary State Secretary of the Federal Ministry of Education and Research, Annika Wallaschek and Martin Visbeck next to the Cluster exhibit.

on the scientific outreach vessel Jenny - Subject: Year
of mathematics. Exhibit: Ocean current and mathematics.
Date: May to September, exhibited in 30 towns and cities
throughout Germany (Fig. 1)

After a number of successful presentations in 2007, the

at the Schleswig-Holstein Day in Neumünster (Germany).

Muthesius Academy of Fine Arts in collaboration with the

Exhibits: Overfishing (AquaMaps/FishBase), ocean currents.

marine scientists designed a permanent exhibition entitled

Date: 11 to 13 July 2008;

Future Ocean in the International Maritime Museum of

at the „German Unification Day”, Hamburg (Germany).

Hamburg. The museum in the historical dock warehouse B

Exhibit: Future Ocean Explorer and research equipment.

in Hamburg‘s Hafencity guides the visitor through more than

3 to 5 October 2008; (Fig. 4) and

3,000 years of maritime history. Located on deck seven, the

at the XVIII Malente Symposium „More than Water -

maritime science floor, the „Future Ocean” exhibition covers

Oceans and Global Responsibility”, organised by the Dräger

some 120 m² and is supposed to spark visitor interest in

Foundation,

maritime research. At the exhibition visitors can i.e. learn

Excellence „The Future Ocean”, 12 to 14 October 2008

more about the dynamic of ocean currents, the origin of

(Fig. 2).

ZEIT

Foundation

and

the

Cluster

of

tsunamis, the consequences of acidification of the oceans or
about maritime law. Three exhibits stand out in particular:

All in all, the target groups of political decision makers,

The three-dimensional world map „Kiel world relief” from the

the scientific community, the wider public and school classes

Institute for Geosciences at Kiel University, a digital globe

were successfully reached through the Future Ocean public

that projects images and films through a fish eye wide-angle

displays.

Figure 2 | Presentation of the Future Ocean at the XVIII Malente Symposium
“More than Water“.

Figure 3 | Federal President Horst Köhler, Hamburg Mayor Ole von Beust and
Schleswig-Holstein Minister-President Peter-Harry Carstensen paid special
attention to the Future Ocean exhibition in the International Maritime Museum
in Hamburg.
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Figure 4 | Presentation of the Future Ocean Explorer at the „German Unification Day“

Muthesius Academy of Fine Arts as well as freelance media

Future Ocean Explorer

designers. The scientific content material for the Future

New pathways of transmitting information on marine

Ocean Explorer was developed jointly by designers, scien-

science to the wider public have also been taken. To achieve

tists and the Public Outreach team. It was implemented as

this public outreach strove to set standards in communication

films, interviews, informative texts and animations.

technology. The goal was, to place the visitor in the role of an
active researcher. For this purpose, the Muthesius Academy

Future Ocean on the German Unification Day

of Fine Arts combined a number of concepts, centering

The Future Ocean Explorer was first introduced to the general

around the idea of the development of a multi-touch table,

public at the state presentation of the state of Schleswig-

called the Future Ocean Explorer. Technological and inter-

Holstein at the „German Unification Day” in Hamburg from

active options, including a multi-user interface, were used

3 to 5 October 2008. The digital exhibit was set in the deep

in the Future Ocean Explorer to represent the interaction

sea environment and shown in conjunction with maritime

of scientific issues in the cluster of excellence. Moreover, an

science research equipment. More than 10,000 visitors saw

intuitive interactive concept was also developed. Issues come

the presentation of the cluster of excellence in Hamburg,

to the surface from the depth of a „water basin” in the form

which showcased Schleswig-Holstein as a leading region for

of little fish from a swarm. The observer has a free choice of

maritime research.

four sets of special topics, such as „Oceanic change” or „CO2

The close cooperation with the state government of

and climate”. The development was a joint project between

Schleswig-Holstein at representative events documents

professors of communication and interior design from the

the strategic significance of public relations work as part of
the Cluster of Excellence „The Future Ocean”. It is clearly
aimed to establish a specific public image of the state of

Working group

Schleswig-Holstein throughout Germany, focusing on marine
and maritime research. The Future Ocean contributes to the
profile of the State of Schleswig-Holstein and its capital city
Kiel far beyond the borders of the region.

Annika Wallaschek, Friederike Balzereit, Mette Lüning,
Katrin Knickmeier
Public Outreach activities are jointly organized
by the PO-Group (see above), Gerd Hoffmann-Wieck
(IFM-GEOMAR), and Manfred Schulz, Tom Duscher, Stephan Sachs from the Muthesius Academy of Fine Arts.
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school programs
| To address the next generation of science students and to transfer the latest scientific knowledge directly to schools,
„The Future Ocean“ together with its partners offers various opportunities for joint experiments for pupils/students in
the laboratory, at sea, and through public lectures. In 2008 the emphasis on practical work within the existing network of
ten partner schools was continued and extended. To reach a wider audience of younger pupils the Childrens University
„The Future Ocean” was started. Major activities in 2008 were:

Childrens University 2008
The Childrens University „The Future Ocean”, at the

2008 lecture series more than 1,500 students visited the
Childrens University in Kiel.

University of Kiel is the first Childrens University in Germany

In order to evaluate success and impact of the Childrens

with an exclusive focus on marine topics. Six professors from

University teachers are asked to provide feedback on

different fields of marine science of the Future Ocean intro-

the lectures and the handouts, as well as their success

duced children into their research. The scientists reported on

to

the relation of ocean and climate, global warming, robots in

The general response was extremely positive. The first

ocean science, molecular mechanisms in marine organisms,

Childrens

the ocean and the human anatomy, overfishing, and marine

a very high attention by the public media, mainly in

mammals. Three lectures were targeting pupils aged from 8 to

newspapers, but also on TV, radio and the internet. The

12, the other three aimed at students aged 12 to 16. During

event is listed on the German Children University directory

these lectures the potential future scientists experience

(www.die-kinder-uni.de) and is a member of the European

the excitement and fascination of marine sciences. Each

Children’s Universities Network (http://eucu.net/).

communicate

marine

University

science

„The

Future

into

the

classroom.

Ocean”

generated

lecture is complemented with handouts in order to allow the

The Childrens University „The Future Ocean” at Kiel

audience to review the content at home. Videos of each of

University communicates latest research topics to school

the lectures are produced as well. Handouts and videos are

kids. The goal is, to established the activity

made available for download from the Future Ocean website

nently recurring event at the University of Kiel with changing

(www.ozean-der-zukunft.de) for the interested public. All

topics.

as a perma-

content is made available online free of charge, in order to
enable students, parents and teachers to learn more about
marine systems and the latest scientific findings. During the

Figure 1 | More than 1500 school kids were listening to the lectures at the
Children‘s University „The Future Ocean“.

Figure 2 | Tammy and Lisa high school pupils at Gymnasium in Heikendorf on
their first research cruise.
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Research Cruises
„The Future Ocean” organizes participation of pupils on
research cruises. In 2008 the project supported three pupils
from Kiel and two pupils and a teacher from Cape Verde to
join a research cruise on the german research vessel Maria
S. Merian. The expedition started from Mindelo, Cape Verde
Islands into the equatorial Atlantic. The pupils worked as
part of the scientific team and reported on their activities and
experiences in public talks and interviews after their return.

The Ocean in a Box
„The Ocean in a Box” is a compilation of twelve boxes
containing marine science books targeted on students for
long-term loans to Future Ocean partner schools. Two boxes
are placed in the public libraries of IFM-GEOMAR for loan by
interested schools and parties.

Figure 4 | Expedition Box Benthos and invasive species.

Students Partner research programme

Outlook

Students work together with teachers and marine scientists on special research projects. The work can take place

The plans for school programme outreach activities for
2009 are:

individually (special learning achievements) or in groups

The Childrens University on marine sciences at the University

(e.g. enrichment courses, visits to institutes, interviews

of Kiel for kids aged 8 to 16 will be continued. In cooperation

with scientists). The results of the project are presented on

with the Cornelsen-Verlag, Berlin, the Future Ocean coordi-

various opportunities, i.e. NaT-Working symposia, science

nates the publication of a small school book (64 pages) on

festivals for students, or open days in schools.

marine sciences. The book puts a special focus on Future
Ocean topics. We plan to continue the cooperative projects

Expedition Boxes

for students and scientists on relevant research issues. The

For schools interested in further studies on marine sciences,

cooperation with Federal Environmental Award (BundesUm-

five expedition boxes on the subjects of hydrology, marine

weltWettbewerb, coordinated by IPN) shall be furthered.

chemistry, plankton, benthos, and climate change (CO2) are

A special price was awarded for the best „Future Ocean –

provided. The boxes are set up as a modular system. The

too high, too warm, too acidic” project in 2008/2009. The

plankton box i.e. contains everything necessary for plankton

project „research holidays” (Forscherferien by IPN), half-day

research: plankton nets, water sampler, boxes for plankton

excursions to the beach carried out for 3rd and 4th grade

cultures, books for species determination, a teaching manual

pupils, shall make the children familiar with the flora and

for teachers. If the teachers are additionally interested in

fauna of the sea in their immediate vicinity. Future Ocean

nutrient analysis, tools of the marine chemistry box can be

plans to organize a four day excursion with the research

added. The manuals of all boxes have been written by scien-

vessel Littorina on the baltic sea for pupils. This will include a

tists and teachers. The content of the boxes is described on

one-day training course in marine sciences for teachers.

the website and can be ordered upon consultation by any
teacher interested in marine research. Teachers can borrow
these boxes for use in their schools for project work, for
biology, chemistry, and physics. The boxes were first used
to train teachers at the 2nd Symposium NaT-Working Marine
Research at IFM-GEOMAR in November 2008.

organisation and support

Figure 3 | Ursula Siebert (left) works with pupils.

The school programs are organized by the Cluster
of Excellence „The Future Ocean“ and the project
„NaT-Working Marine Research“ at the Leibniz Institute
for Marine Sciences (Joachim Dengg). The Childrens
University is a collaboration of the former and the
Leibniz Institute for Science Education at the University
of Kiel (IPN), with technical support from the computer
center of the Kiel University. It is actively sponsored by
the Foundation „Stiftung 200 Jahre Sparkasse Kiel“ and
promoted through a media partnership with a major
local newspaper Kieler Nachrichten and Geolino, a
nationwide popular science journal for kids.
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Supporting future
Ocean Scientists:
the Integrated School
of Ocean Sciences
| What comprises excellence in graduate education – how can the cluster bring together PhD students from marine
disciplines as diverse as law, natural sciences and economics on a common platform? How best to establish a
structural base for marine science education that reflects and supports marine sciences as a thematic focus of
the Christian-Albrechts-Universität zu Kiel?
What comprises excellence in graduate education – how

and previously unfulfilled, need. ISOS is open to graduates

can the cluster bring together PhD students from marine

irrespective of their funding sources (fig. 2) – over half are

disciplines as diverse as law, natural sciences and economics

funded by projects outside the Cluster – and thus functions

on a common platform? How best to establish a structural

as a graduate center for marine sciences at the University.

base for marine science education that reflects and supports

As a graduate school, ISOS has built up course offers in all

marine sciences as a thematic focus of the Christian-Alb-

aspects of marine sciences, with input from Cluster members

rechts-Universität zu Kiel?

and particularly profiting from the multidisciplinary network

To address these issues the Integrated School of Ocean

and enthusiasm of the 13 new cluster professors. A strong

Sciences (ISOS) was set up within the Cluster with the goals

aspect of the programme involves harnessing key players

of a) implementing a research-driven and career-focussed

from outside the University – many of them alumni eager

PhD programme, b) implementing an e-learning platform

to contribute – from marine consultancies, NGOs, scientific

for marine science education, c) supporting

proposals for

publishers, policy-making organisations and other Univer-

research and training to national and EU funding agencies

sities. The broad spectrum of scientific topics, career paths,

and d) initiating and coordinating cooperation in graduate

the opportunity to discuss at a personal level and the laying

education with national and international partners.

of a broad network are important aspects at the ISOS.

From the start, the ISOS concept for a high-level PhD
programme was based on the provision of tangible additional
benefit for each participant. With participants from very
diverse fields, we decided to shape the programme as it
developed by offering courses tailored to the specific needs
of the participants, by experimenting with new, innovative
components and by continually orienting ourselves on
feedback from PhD candidates and Cluster members. Since
participation is entirely voluntary (i.e. PhD candidates “vote

Funding Source of ISOS PhD Students
Future Ocean
DFG
External
EU
Third PArty
DAAD
Unknown

with their feet”) the explosion of the programme from
a projected 30 to – at the time of going to press – over
100 participants suggests that we have tapped a large,

Figure 2 | Sources of funding for the ISOS PhD students. By far most of the
students come from DFG funded projects (incl. Future Ocean.

Figure 1 | Hands-on experience at sea is a major attraction for marine
scientists.

Figure 3 | Learning from ones peers: interdisciplinary networks start at the
early career stage.
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PhD Retreat
| Discussing common themes in a socially conducive atmosphere – the ISOS PhD retreats are two-day events providing
an opportunity for PhD candidates to address a theme of common interest, network with other PhD students and pick
up new idesas. Invited experts give input and insights into their fields, and share personal experiences. For these retreats a group PhD-organisers work with the ISOS office to choose the theme and the invited guests.
In May 2008 doctoral candidates from all the natural science
disciplines, informatics, medicine, law and economics met
for the second ISOS PhD Retreat. The chosen location at the
Nordkolleg Rendsburg with its open gardens offered a great
opportunity for an informal get-together. Building up on
previous only partly successful communication efforts – e.g.
how can a modeller enthuse a lawyer for her/his topic? – the
theme chosen was “Communication”. We devoted the first
session to communication at the public stakeholder level,
the second session to communication for a broad-based
scientific peer group. Below is a short report from the PhDorganisers!

Figure 2 | Getting together across the disciplines: ISOS PhD Retreat.

No science without communication

Figure 1 | Communication: an integral part of science

Figure 3 | Learning about the evolution of popular science articles.

To be a scientist is to be a player in different leagues increasingly it is important for us to communicate our work
to peers and prospective employers, but also to the public,
family and friends. To be introduced to these leagues and
to get insights into the “rules” of the communication within
them was the main focus for this retreat. It is the responsibility of scientists to use different communication ways in
order to get “the news” to “the people” with quite different
background knowledge. This task is very challenging but
also enjoyable.
Nikolaus Gelpke, chief editor of the German culture and
feature magazine MARE (www.mare.de) gave insights into
the “evolution” of a popular science article. Furthermore in
a subsequent workshop and under his tutelage the participants had a lively discussion on some very interesting
topics from current research. The PhD. students had
prepared outlines beforehand with the objective of
producing an interesting “suite” for publishing in MARE.
So we might be surprised to read one of these in a future
MARE-issue.
Foremost, however, publications in original research
journals are an important part of scientists‘ every day life.
Thus, the retreat was accompanied by Matthias Seaman
and Hans-Heinrich Janssen from Inter-Research, a
German scientific publishing house. Both editors gave
very good advice and an insiders view on how to prepare
manuscripts for publication and how the review process
is conducted.
But written communication is not the only communication. To complement the theme for this retreat, a session
of communication within the PhD group was planned.
Participants were asked to introduce the others to their
research in a limited amount of time. The challenge was to
get the “message” through and not to loose the audience.
This exercise was very good and benefited everyone.
Clearly, we all have a lot to learn and practice in this
area!”
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Web-based learning
| e-Learning activities at ISOS focused on the consolidation and extension of the e-learning base for Kiel marine science
education and the accompanying e-learning strategy and services established in 2007. A portal website gives access
to the e-learning base offering course materials and e-learning content at the master and graduate levels (Fig. X-a).
By the end of 2008, 60 courses and up to 800 active users were registered with participants from each cluster relevant
discipline.
Services for members of the Cluster of Excellence include
individual consulting and trainings in the use of the e-learning
system and in the development of e-content units. The
overall strategy is to extend existing learning resources
with dynamic and interactive e-content of different types
(Fig. X-a) on a course-by-course basis. This extension
strategy, which is is widely accepted and extensivley used
by teachers, allows to stepwise increase the interactive
e-content parts in their courses and, hence, to add educational value.
The production of e-content will be organized in small
temporary satellite teams (Fig. X-b) consisting of teachers /
authors, student assistants and members of the ISOS
e-learning group. Teams are organized by the ISOS
e-learning coordinator. Following this approach, ten content-

Figure 4 | Screenshot of the video lecture project „Biodiversity of fishes“ by Rainer Froese, IFM-GEOMAR. Talk and slides are combined in a video including a
slide to slide navigation

related projects have already been realized and several
more are in development. Techniques used range from inter-

(i.e. Fish Base).

active video lectures and online tests to discipline specific

On university level, the ISOS e-learning strategy and

media production (like video recordings and high-end animal

networking has led to the constitution of a service center for

photography as educational resources for an online course

e-learning and new mediat o be established in 2009. This

on the identification of marine animals) or complex educa-

service center will take over some administrative activities

tional simulations (e.g. in fishery ecology and economy).

concerning platform and users, which will reallocate resources

Even complete courses have been extended to open

within the ISOS e-learning for new activities directing to

online resources with connection to scientific data bases

social learning and networking and knowledge sharing.

Figure 3 | Illustration of the ISOS e-learning extension strategy: In close cooperation with the ISOS e-learning team cluster members can develop, produce,
disseminate and share specific educational resources and integrate web based strategies for teaching and learning in their courses.
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Visiting Scientists
Ralph Keeling

Chelapilla Patvardhan and Gor Saran Adhar

Prof. Dr. Ralph Keeling from Scripps Institution of Oceanography in San Diego, USA, is spending a one-year sabbatical with the Cluster of Excellence „The Future Ocean” at
the Leibniz Institute of Marine Sciences from summer 2008
to summer 2009. Ralph Keeling is one of the worldwide
leading experts in the area of atmospheric gases, in particular oxygen. His research has focused primarily on atmospheric processes but he has recently turned also to studying
oxygen in the ocean. Here in Kiel he will work in particular
with the Cluster of Excellence „The Future Ocean” and the
Collaborative Research Centre 754 „Climate-Biogeochemistry
Interactions in the Tropical Ocean” at the IFM-GEOMAR.
Thus, Prof. Keeling gratefully accepted the invitation to
spend a one-year research sabbatical in Kiel.
„Since 20 years my measurements show a continuous
decline of oxygen in the atmosphere”, Keeling stated. „The

Figure 2 | C. Patvardhan (University of Agra, India) and G.S. Adhar (University
of North Carolina at Wilmington) visited the Future Ocean in Summer 2008
for research and teaching

same thing is happening in the ocean. But there, oxygen

From mid of May to the mid of June two guests from India

is more difficult to measure because of its inhomogeneous

and the USA visited the cluster of excellence for research

distribution. My colleagues here in Kiel study quite intensively

and teaching. Prof. C. Patvardhanfrom the University of

the so-called ‘oxygen minimum zones’ in the ocean. Here, I

Agra, India, teaches a course in parallel computing with the

can learn a lot and on the other hand I am able to bring in

OpenMPI on the Opteron computing cluster in the computing

my own experience from my atmospheric studies”, Keeling

center in Kiel. This computing cluster was recently bought

continued. „We were very pleased to get Ralph Keeling for a

from Future Ocean funds. Prof. G.S. Adhar from the

sabbatical to Kiel”, Martin Visbeck, speaker of the Cluster of

University of North Carolina at Wilmington teaches „Design

Excellence „The Future Ocean” stated.”

of quantitative evolutionary algorithms”. The hybrid evolutionary algorithm developed by Prof. Adhar is supposed
to support the parameter optimization tasks researched
within the CO2 uptake focus within the Future Ocean. Both
researchers were invited by Anand Srivastav and gave
additional talks as part of the ISOS lecture series.
In total 57 foreign scientists from 22 countries visited
researchers for purposes and themes related to the Future
Ocean. Among them were i.e. Prof. R.J. Nicholls, Head of
School of Civil Engineering and the Environment, University
of Southampton, UK, Prof. Jason Phipps Morgan, Cornell
University, USA, Prof. Keith Kvenvolden USGS Menlo Park,
CA, USA, Prof. Alan Boyle, University of Edinburgh, UK,
Prof. Dr. Hucai Zhang, Nanjing Institute of Geography and
Limnology, China and others. See pages 16-17 for additional
statistics on the international exchange of scientists with the

Figure 1 | Ralph Keeling spent one year visiting the Future Ocean in Kiel.

Cluster of Excellence „The Future Ocean”.
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Transfer to Application
| The Transfer to Application project aims to communicate innovative knowledge and new technologies developed by
the Future Ocean into industry and governmental and non-governmental organizations. Many university and industry
related organizations are already active in this field. Some try to secure patents potentially developed in university labs,
some establish connections between scientists and industry partners, some help local companies to become internationally visible, some strive to disseminate the latest research to spark new ideas and investment opportunities with
potential investors. The Future Ocean cooperates with all of them through its Transfer to Application project.

Together with various partners we start knowledge and

in two collaborative research proposals on the application

exploitation projects, in order to communicate our science

of endocrine substance degrading bacteria for wastewater

to the public and to the benefit of our local industry and

treatment.

stakeholders. Most initiatives have just been started in 2008
as test balloons, in order to evaluate where the potentials

Science Marketing

of success lie. This process is still ongoing. The Transfer to

Fairs and conferences are important forums to transfer

Application project is a testbed for measures, whose outcome

knowledge and technologies into economic use. The project

is not always known in advance. In the end, however, these

„Fair-Marketing” aims at young scientists, PhD students and

measures are evaluated to determine, which parts of this

postdocs of the Future Ocean. They are given the oppor-

project shall be continued and which ones do not apply to

tunity to exhibit newly developed technologies at interna-

the marine science community. Scientists were contacted

tional leading fairs. The Transfer to Application project will

through a general survey to identify their expectations,

support and fund selected participants. In May 2009 the

demands and needs in terms of transfer of knowledge into

Offshore Technology Conference (OTC), the world´s largest

applications. The information gained through the survey

show of the offshore industry, will take place in Houston,

governed our activities supporting the link between science

Texas. The Future Ocean prepares to present an in-house

and economy.

developed ocean bottom seismometer (OBS) at the OTC

topical information meetings
The Future Ocean organized the „Science meets Industry”
marketplace conversations on marine technology together
with the Maritime Cluster Schleswig-Holstein. The Maritime
Cluster is a local network of over 1200 companies from all
areas of the maritime industry. Selected high-level researchers presented their work and reported on the relevance
about possible industrial application. They also presented
their visions on the future of marine research and possible
collaboration and developments with industry. These led
into bilateral discussions during the following forum meeting
where corporate representatives could discuss the presented
ideas with the scientists in greater detail.
In 2009 Future Ocean plans a series of lectures with the
Det Norske Veritas (DNV). DNV is one of the world´s leading
ship classification societies. The lectures will deal with
maritime themes circulating around commercial topics like
risk assessment, resources and transport.

science-industry collaborative projects
Endocrine disruptors increasingly problematic for the
environment as to date they cannot be filtered out through
regular

water

treatment

techniques.

Several

of

the

endocrine substances can interfere with the reproduction
and development of fish, amphibians and potentially also
mammals. A member of the Future Ocean discovered
bacteria able to degrade endocrine substances in wastewater. To further explore possibilities for an industrial application of these organisms additional research is necessary.
Meetings with science and industry representatives resulted

Figure 1 | The Future Ocean will present an ocean bottom seismometer (OBS) at
the Offshore Technology Conference in Houston in 2009 (OTC). This seismometer was developed at the institute for Geosciences at the Christian-AlbrechtsUniversität zu Kiel.
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Transfer to Application

scientist – „Mentor”- assists a „Mentee”, who typically comes
from a different research area then the mentor. The purpose
is, to train students to deal with industry partners, meet
people and start to socialize with industry contacts, while at
the same time reflect on these experiences with the scientific
mentor. Contacts made on industrial fairs may sometimes
develop into a job offer. They certainly sharpen the profile of
the mentee, as well as keeping the Future Ocean visible on
industrial exhibitions. The Fair-Mentoring has started at the
Ship building and Machinery fair (SMM) 2008 in Hamburg,
Germany.
The Future Ocean also supports networking between higprofile research initiatives („Leuchtturmprojekte”) within
Schleswig-Holstein. The plans for these science-politicsFigure 2 | ISOS PhD Kilian O‘Brien and his ‘Messe Mentor’ Prof. Dr. Ernst Flüh
attend the ship building and machinery fair (SMM) in Hamburg (Germany).
They are the first participants of the ”Industrial-Fair-Mentoring“-program,
aiming to initiate contacts between offshore industry and research.

meetings are underway.

Patent scouting and Patent awareness
Most group leaders and principal investigators were inter-

(Fig. 1). The seismometer is a low-budget high frequency sea

viewed until early 2008 to identify the potential of their

floor solution which can be used for shallow water seismic

research to make commercially interesting developments,

measurements like e.g. foundation soil analysis for offshore

but also to sensitize scientists on this topic. This was carried

constructions for water depths of up to about 60 meters.

out together with the Patent and Exploitation Agency (PVA
SH) for Scientific Institutions of the state Schleswig-Holstein.

science and industry networking

To educate researchers on opportunities, challenges and

Visiting a commercial or scientific fair can be overwhelming

legal aspects of patents informational events were organized.

because of the vast new impressions as well as well as

Conversations and discussions with the junior research

the completely different attitudes in research and indus-

group leaders were arranged. Professors were encouraged to

trial environments. Therefore the Fair-Mentoring project

implement short presentations about patents and industrial

for

exploitation of scientific results in their lectures.

postgraduates

was

developed

together

with

the

Integrated School of Ocean Sciences (ISOS). A senior

Figure 3 | On the „Science meets Industry“ marketplace forum Prof. Dr. R.
Schneider presents results and visions on possible collaborations with industry
to representatives of the regional maritime industry.
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The Bi-annual
Future Ocean Symposium
| The bi-annual symposium organized by the Future Ocean took place from 8-9 October 2008 in Kiel. The symposium
was organized to inform international and national colleagues and the general public about ongoing research in the
marine sciences in Kiel. Two days of talks were organized around three important topics within the scope of the Future
Ocean:
ecosystems: each year fisheries harvest nearly 100 million
tons of food fish. In the symposium session on Marine
Life and Biodiversity we will obtain an overview of recent
research and policy issues covering the food chain from
the level of micro-organisms over fishes to fisheries and,
ultimately, marine policy governing the human actions that
affect marine ecosystems.

CO2-Sequestration
Rising atmospheric CO2 levels are one of the biggest environmental concerns, and to avert dangerous climate change,
Figure 1 | A view of a plenary talk during the Future Ocean Symposium 2008.

Seafloor Matters!
The surface area of the Earth is dominated by seafloor.

all carbon sequestration options need to be explored. This
session will investigate the ocean’s potential for absorbing
significant amounts of CO2 over the next decades to centuries.
Recently proposed geo-engineering schemes to enhance the

This gigantic submarine areal is cut into shelf regions, conti-

oceanic uptake of CO2, such as ocean fertilization, will be

nental margins, deep-sea plains, trenches, and ridges as

discussed in terms of feasibility and accountability, with a

well as subduction and spreading zones. In some regions,

special focus on associated ethical aspects.

kilometers of sediment accumulate in millions of years

In addition four workshops were organized, which were

through deposition of organic matter from the overlying water

well attended. The workshops comprised the themes:

column, whereas in other regions liquid magma hardens into

„Novel Insight Into Redox and Nutrient Cycles in the

rocky basalt to form new seafloor. Seafloor means more than

Ocean (SFB 754)”, „Marine and Costal Resources: Risks

the lower boundary of the ocean. It is home to organisms, an

and Law”, „Fisheries: Economy and Ecology”and „Marine

important reactor for nutrient recycling, and most likely the

Organisms Used to Understand Basic Mechanism Underlying

place where life has once begun. The seafloor comprises a

Development and Disease”. Under the title „The oceans and

predominant percentage of global fossil energy resources as

global climate change - a challenge to society and economy”,

well as the largest amount of total biomass on Earth. During

the cluster of excellence organised a public panel discussion

the session we will take you on a journey to some amazing

during the 2nd Bi-Annual Symposium „The Future Ocean”.

discoveries the seafloor has in store for us.

In the Kiel Art Gallery, Professor of meterology Mojib Latif
(IFM-GEOMAR) and Professor for economy Till Requate (Kiel

Marine Life and Biodiversity

University) highlighted the consequences of oceanic and

Marine life and biodiversity are maintained by complex

climate change from different perspectives. Altogether the

ecological processes and interactions between populations

symposium and workshops spanned the full spectrum of

along these food webs and with the marine environment.

topics worked on in the Future Ocean. The next symposium

On top, humans exert a major impact on most marine

is planned for September 2010.

Figure 2 | Rashid Sumaila talked about „Long-term management of fisheries“.

Figure 3 | Sven Petersen gave an introduction into the origin of metal resources
in the deep sea.
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The Malente symposium

Figure 1 | Various representatives from science, industry, politics and non-governmental organizations gathered during the 27th Malente Symposium in Lübeck.

The XVII Malente Symposium, entitled „More than Water

debate – and, by extension, political interest – will now

– Oceans and Global Responsibility”, took place in Lübeck

revolve to a greater extent around the consequences of

from October 12 – 14, 2008. It was organized by the Dräger

climate change for our oceans. After all, the oceans are at

Foundation in cooperation with the ZEIT-Stiftung Ebelin

least as important as the earth‘s atmosphere when it comes

und Gerd Bucerius in Hamburg, and the Cluster of Excel-

to maintaining a balanced global climate. To date, however,

lence „The Future Ocean” in Kiel. The conference aimed to

this fact has only penetrated the public consciousness to a

examine in depth the 21st century challenges the world’s

rudimentary degree.

oceans are facing through global warming and rising sea

At the same time, the world‘s oceans are increasingly

levels, overfishing, pollution, invasive species, and the

becoming the scene of inter-governmental conflicts. The

exploitation of resources, and seeked to identify solutions

lines of conflict extend from fishing rights to the securing

to best manage these challenges. The symposium aimed to

of fossil fuels. Yet the oceans present not only a danger and

increase awareness and facilitate a dialog with the global

source of potential conflict, but are also a vital resource: the

business community, with politicians worldwide, and with

oceans are the biggest long-term sink of human-made CO2,

society as a whole.

they store and generate energy, and they provide a habitat

Since the publication by the Intergovernmental Panel on

for fauna and flora. The oceans boast more than half the

Climate Change (IPCC) of its most recent report in Paris at

earth‘s biodiversity, with 1,600 new species being discovered

the beginning of 2007 and the results of the Stern Report

every year. This gene pool of earthly life, which is largely

toward the end of 2006, it has become obvious that the

still unknown, is essential for humankind – countless medical

human induced climate change that our planet is experi-

drugs, for example, are based on natural extracts from the

encing could soon have drastic consequences for our quality

marine fauna and flora. The biodiversity of the oceans,

of life, and especially for the earth‘s water balance. Thermal

however, is increasingly at risk as a result of industrial waste

expansion of the oceans may bring about a rise in sea level of

dumping and overfishing. A lack of internationally valid legal

no less than 20 to 30 cm by the end of the century. Added to

codices means that it is virtually impossible to prevent this,

this would be a more uncertain increase of approximately 15

or to pursue offenders. Expanding international law to take

cm caused by the melting of the Greenland icesheet; on the

effective account of this area – i.e. in many cases drawing up

other hand, increased snowfall in the Antarctic could cause

such laws in the first place, incorporating them into national

global sea levels to drop by some 5 cm. Higher tempera-

legal systems and implementing international mechanisms

tures and precipitation would decrease the density of surface

to enforce them – is a major undertaking which has yet to

water in the North Atlantic, thereby potentially reducing

be attempted.

ocean circulation and the transport of heat, and the ocean’s
uptake of CO2.

The XVII Malente Symposium brought together experts
and stakeholders from around the world and from all fields

Whereas attention hitherto has been primarily focused

of society to discuss these challenges in a comprehensive

on the consequences of greenhouse gas emissions and the

way and to identify practical solutions to facilitate future

accompanying warming of the earth‘s atmosphere, public

sustainable development.
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The
Appendix
„All opinions are not equal. Some
are a very great deal more robust,
sophisticated and well supported in
logic and argument than others.“
					Douglas Adams
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Members of the Future ocean
Name

Institution

Name

Institution

Andersen, Nils

CAU

Hanel, Reinhold

IFM-GEOMAR

Behrmann, Jan

IFM-GEOMAR

Harms, Ute

IPN

Bensch, Wolfgang

CAU

Hartke, Bernd

CAU

Beyer, Martin

CAU

Hasselbring, Wilhelm

CAU

Bialas, Jörg

IFM-GEOMAR

Hauff, Folkmar

IFM-GEOMAR

Biastoch, Arne

IFM-GEOMAR

Hensen, Christian

IFM-GEOMAR

Bilger, Wolfgang

CAU

Herzig, Peter

IFM-GEOMAR

Bleich, Markus

CAU

Hoeher, Peter

CAU

Böning, Claus

IFM-GEOMAR

Hoernle, Kaj

IFM-GEOMAR

Börm, Steffen

CAU

Holzheid, Astrid

CAU

Bosch , Thomas

CAU

Horn, Rainer

CAU

Braack, Malte

CAU

Imhoff, Johannes F.

IFM-GEOMAR

Brandt, Peter

IFM-GEOMAR

Jegen-Kulczar, Marion

IFM-GEOMAR

Bröck, Ralf

CAU

Jenisch, Uwe

CAU

Brückmann , Warner

IFM-GEOMAR

Jung, Christian

CAU

Clemmesen-Bokelmann, Catriona

IFM-GEOMAR

Karstensen, Johannes

IFM-GEOMAR

Colijn, Franciscus

FTZ

Kempken, Frank

CAU

Croot, Peter
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Kläschen, Dirk

IFM-GEOMAR

Dahmke, Andreas

CAU

Klepper, Gernot

IfW

Dengg, Joachim

IFM-GEOMAR

Koch, Reinhard

CAU

Depmeier, Wulf

CAU

Kopp, Heidrun

IFM-GEOMAR

Devey, Colin

IFM-GEOMAR

Körtzinger, Arne

IFM-GEOMAR

Dombrowsky, Wolf R.

CAU

Krastel, Sebastian

IFM-GEOMAR

Dullo, Christian

IFM-GEOMAR

Krawczak, Michael

CAU

Duscher, Tom

MKHS

Krüger, Kirstin

IFM-GEOMAR

Eden, Carsten

IFM-GEOMAR

Kuhnt, Wolfgang

CAU

Eisenhauer, Anton

IFM-GEOMAR

Kunzendorf , Ulrich
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Ernst, Rainer W.
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Lackschewitz, Klas
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Feeser, Volker
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LaRoche, Julie
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Flögel, Sascha
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Latif, Mojib
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Flüh, Ernst R.
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Fouquet, Gerhard
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Linke, Peter
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Frank, Martin
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Luttenberger, Norbert
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Friedrichs, Gernot
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Macke, Andreas
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Froese, Rainer
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Maser, Edmund
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Garbe-Schönberg, Dieter

CAU

Mayerle, Roberto

FTZ

Garthe, Stefan
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Meier, Sebastian
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Giegerich, Thomas
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Melzner, Frank
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Götze, Hans-Jürgen

CAU

Müller, Johannes
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Greatbatch, Richard
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CAU

Grevemeyer, Ingo

IFM-GEOMAR

Nadeau, Marie-Josée
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Grootes, Pieter M.

Leibniz Labor

Oschlies, Andreas

IFM-GEOMAR

Grotemeyer, Jürgen

CAU

Ott, Stephan

CAU

Hackbusch, Wolfgang

CAU

Petersen, Sven

IFM-GEOMAR
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Peterson, Sonja

IfW

Vafeidis, Athanasios

CAU

Pfannkuche, Olaf

IFM-GEOMAR

Visbeck, Martin

IFM-GEOMAR

Piatkowski, Uwe

IFM-GEOMAR

Wahl, Martin

IFM-GEOMAR

Piepenburg, Dieter

CAU

Wallace, Doug

IFM-GEOMAR

Prenzel, Manfred

IPN

Wallmann, Klaus

IFM-GEOMAR

Proelß, Alexander

WSI

Weinberger, Florian

IFM-GEOMAR

Quaas, Martin
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Weinrebe, Wilhelm

IFM-GEOMAR

Rabbel, Wolfgang
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Wirtz, Kai

GKSS

Rehdanz, Katrin

IfW

Zimmer, Martin

CAU

Requate , Till
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Zimmermann, Andreas
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Reusch, Thorsten

IFM-GEOMAR

Ricklefs, Klaus

FTZ

Riebesell, Ulf

IFM-GEOMAR

Rimbach , Gerald

CAU

Rosenstiel, Philip

CAU

Rüpke, Lars

IFM-GEOMAR

Sachs, Stefan

MKHS

Schäfer, Priska

CAU

Schenk, Volker

CAU

Schmidt, Nicole

IFM-GEOMAR

Schmidt, Mark

CAU

Schmidt, Ulrich

CAU

Schmidt, Ingmar

CAU

Schmitz-Streit, Ruth

CAU

Schneider, Ralph R.

CAU

Schneider, Birgit

CAU

Schönfeld, Joachim

IFM-GEOMAR

Schreiber, Stefan

CAU

Schröder, Jens-Michael
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Schrottke , Kerstin
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Schulz, Manfred

MKHS

Schulz, Rüdiger

CAU

Schwarzer, Klaus

CAU

Siebert, Ursula
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Slawig, Thomas

CAU

Snower, Dennis
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Sommer, Ulrich

IFM-GEOMAR

Spindler, Michael
Srivastav, Anand
Stattegger, Karl

CAU

Sterr, Horst

CAU

Temps, Friedrich

CAU

Thalheim, Bernhard

CAU

Treude, Tina

IFM-GEOMAR

institutions
CAU

Christian-Albrechts-Universität zu Kiel

GKSS

GKSS-Forschungszentrum Geesthacht GmbH

IFM-GEOMAR

Leibniz-Institut für Meereswissenschaften
(IFM-GEOMAR)

CAU

IfW

Institut für Weltwirtschaft

CAU

IPN

Leibniz-Institut für die Pädagogik der
Naturwissenschaften (IPN)

Leibniz Labor

Leibniz-Labor für Altersbestimmung und
Isotopenforschung

MKHS

Muthesius Kunsthochschule

FTZ

Forschungs- und Technologiezentrum
Westküste (FTZ)
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Memberships
executive committee

Council
Name

Institution*

Behrmann, Jan

IFM-GEOMAR

Bleich, Markus

CAU

Böning, Claus

IFM-GEOMAR

Bosch , Thomas

CAU

Braack, Malte

CAU

Colijn, Franciscus

FTZ

Name

Institution*

Devey, Colin

IFM-GEOMAR

Bleich, Markus

CAU

Eisenhauer, Anton

IFM-GEOMAR

Bosch, Thomas

CAU

Ernst, Rainer W.
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IFM-GEOMAR
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CAU
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CAU (AMS)
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CAU
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IFM-GEOMAR

Hartke, Bernd

CAU

Requate , Till

CAU

Herzig, Peter

IFM-GEOMAR

Schmitz-Streit, Ruth

CAU

Hoernle, Kaj

IFM-GEOMAR

Schneider, Ralph R.

CAU

Klepper, Gernot

IfW

Schneider, Birgit

CAU

Körtzinger, Arne

IFM-GEOMAR

Sommer, Ulrich

IFM-GEOMAR
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IFM-GEOMAR

Srivastav, Anand

CAU

LaRoche, Julie

IFM-GEOMAR

Temps, Friedrich

CAU

Latif, Mojib

IFM-GEOMAR

Treude, Tina

IFM-GEOMAR

Melzner, Frank

IFM-GEOMAR

Visbeck, Martin

IFM-GEOMAR

Oschlies, Andreas

IFM-GEOMAR

Proelß, Alexander

CAU (WSI)

Quaas, Martin

CAU

Rabbel, Wolfgang

CAU

Rehdanz, Katrin

IfW

Requate, Till

CAU

Riebesell, Ulf

IFM-GEOMAR

Advisory board
Name

Institution*

Prof. Dr. Jochem Marotzke

Max Planck Institute for Meteorology,
Hamburg, Germany

Rosenstiel, Philip

CAU

Prof. Dr. Martin Hrabé
de Angelis

GSF Forschungszentrum für Umwelt und
Gesundheit, Neuherberg, Germany

Rüpke, Lars

IFM-GEOMAR

Schmitz-Streit, Ruth

CAU

Schneider, Ralph R.

CAU

Schneider, Birgit

CAU

Schreiber, Stefan

CAU

Schrottke , Kerstin

CAU

Slawig, Thomas

CAU

Snower, Dennis

IfW

Sommer, Ulrich

IFM-GEOMAR

Srivastav, Anand

CAU
CAU

Dr. Lindsay Parson
Prof. Dr. Heinz Welsch
Prof. Ralph Keeling

National Oceanography Centre,
Southampton, UK
Carl von Ossietzky Universität Oldenburg,
Germany
Scripps Institution of Oceanography,
La Jolla, USA

Prof. Dr. Georg Teutsch

Helmholtz-Zentrums für Umweltforschung - UFZ, Leipzig, Germany

Prof. Dr. Wolfgang Dahmen

Institut für Geometrie und Praktische
Mathematik, Aachen, Germany

Dr. Yoshiki Saito

Institute of Geology and Geoinformation
(IGG), Tsukuba, Japan

Stattegger, Karl
Temps, Friedrich

CAU

Dr. Paul Nemitz

European Commission, Brüssel, Belgium

Treude, Tina

IFM-GEOMAR

Nikolaus Gelpke

dreiviertel verlag, Hamburg, Germany

Vafeidis, Athanasios

CAU

Prof. Dr. Antje Boetius

Max Planck Institute für Marine Mikrobiologie, Bremen, Germany

Visbeck, Martin

IFM-GEOMAR

Prof. Judy McKenzie

Eidgenössische Technische
Hochschule Zürich, Zürich, Switzerland

Wahl, Martin

IFM-GEOMAR

Wallace, Doug

IFM-GEOMAR

Wallmann, Klaus

IFM-GEOMAR

Dr. Christian Bücker

RWE DEA AG, Hamburg, Germany

* Full name of the Institutions see previous page.
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Funded CLuster Projects
ID

Author

Titel

Duration

CP0602

Bleich

CO2-induced Ocean Acidification: Biological Responses and Adaptions

24 months

CP0603

Eisenhauer et al.

Boron Isotopes as a Proxy for pH decresse an pCo2 increase

0 (Investment)

CP0605

Froese et al.

Managing Cod and Sprat in the Central Baltic Sea - A bio-economic multi-species approach
with Stochastic regeneration functions

24 months

CP0608

Luttenberger et al.

dearX - XML Technology for marine Data Exchange, Archiving and Retrieval

12 months

CP0609

Macke et al.

The role of light fluctuations on ocean heting and photosynthesis

24 months

CP0610

Piepenburg et al.

Synergetic effects of temperature, pH and salinity on the metabolism of benthic organism

12 months

CP0611

Schmitz-Streit et al.

Complex Barriers and Microbiota in the Ocean: implications for human barrier disorders

24 months

CP0612

R Schneider et al.

Radiocarbon dating of fossil biogenic as an indicator of age differences in surface and
subsurface water masses in the past ocean

12 months

CP0614

Srivastav et al.

Mathematical and Algorithmic in Modelling Marine Biogeochemical Cycles

24 months

CP0618

Zimmermann et al.

Beyond Mineral Resources - The International Legal Regime and Regulation of New Uses
of the Deep Sea Bed

24 months
24 months

CP0619

Latif et al.

Development of a Coupled Climate/Ocean Biogeochemistry Model

CP0063

Körtzinger

Data Mining

CP0702

Bosch et al.

Transgenic Aurelia allow functional analysis of genes involved in control of tissue
homeostasis and biological barriers

24 months
12 months

6 months

CP0704

Schulz-Friedrich et al.

Carbon acquisition in coccolithophores: molecular basis and adaptive potential

CP0706

Wahl & Schmitz-Streit

Complex barriers: The biotic control of marine biofilms on algal surfaces

24 months

CP0709

Maser et al.

Marine Steroid Pharmaceuticals to Control Human Diseases

24 months

CP0710

Eisenhauer et al.

VARAN -Variations of Trace Element Fluxes induced by Ocean Acidification at Ca2+Channels/ Ca2+-ATPases

24 months

CP0713

Oschlies et al.

A new computational framework to efficiently integrate biogeochemical models from
seasonal to multi-millennial time scales

24 months

CP0717

Thomsen et al.

Complex barriers and microbiota in the Ocean

24 months

CP0718

Klepper et al.

Economic valuation of the ocean's role in the carbon cycle and consequences for abatement
and mitigation strategies

24 months

CP0721

Braack et al.

Parameterization of near surface vertical mixing processes by multiscale methods

24 months

CP0722

Sommer et al.

Building up the capacity for δ34S measurements from organic samples by continuous flow
isotope mass spectrometry

24 months

CP0724

Braack & Schneider

3-D Simulation of Thermohaline Convection in the Ocean’s Crust with Adaptive Finite
Elements

24 months

CP0725

Schönfeld et al.

Changing habitats of calcareous plankton in the Greenhouse World

24 months

CP0726

Wallace et al.

Improved Methods for Nitrogen Isotope Studies with Specific Application at the Tropical
Eastern North Atlantic Time-Series Observatory, Cape Verde

24 months

CP0727

Rosenstiel et al.

Deciphering transcriptomal responses to environmental stimuli in simple aquatic model
organisms by massive parallel sequencing technology

24 months

CP0730

Oschlies et al.

Modelling chemosensor-aided foraging in zooplankton

24 months
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ID

Author

Titel

Duration

CP07A32

Koch et al.

3-D Modeling of Seafloor Struktures

8 months

CP07A34

Oschlies et al.

Carbon and Nitrogen Cycle Dynamics

18 months

CP07A37

Luttenberger et al.

An XML-based workbench for marine and biological data (XDataCollection)

CP07A39

Oschlies et al.

Neuronal-network based coupling of benthic and pelagic..

12 months

CP07A43

LaRoche et al.

Bioprospecting of Deep-Sea genetic resources

24 months

CP07A45

Dullo et al.

Biogeochemical Studies on the effects of ocean accidification

CP07A46

Weinberger et al.

A transcript profiling tool to investigate synergistic effects of non-biotoc and biotic changes

15 months

CP07A47

Karstensen et al.

Glider swarm Project

18 months

CP07A51

Requate et al.

Alternative Scenarios for European Fisheries Management

12 months

CP07A52

Wahl et al.

The neglected bottleneck: Early life stage ecology in times of global change

24 months

CP07A53

Weinrebe

Iceflow activity revealed from submarine morphology - mapping …

12 months

CP07A54

Piepenburg et al.

Ecophysiological consequences of ocean warming and acidification

12 months

CP07A58

Friedrichs et al.

The Potential of Field Measurement of Surface Water pCo2

24 months

CP07A65

Melzner et al.

Gene expression patterns in sea urchin embryos: Establishing a model system for

12 months

CP0801

Schönfeld & Spindler

Foraminiferal shell loss in the Flensburg Fjord (SW Baltic Sea). Living benthic
communities under the risk due to acidification?

10 months

CP0802

Zimmer

Bacterial symbionts of an invasive species in a warming sea: Mnemiopsis leidyi

12 months

CP0805

Bosch et al.

Developing a novel framework for understanding evolutionary adaption to changing
environments: comparative transcriptomics of disparate members of marine Cnidaria

CP0809

Reusch & Waller

Pipefish-parasite interactions under global warming

12 months

CP0810

Bialas et al.

OBS-Thermo: co-registration of geophysical data at hydrothermal vents - a first step to a
new ocean bottom observatory

14 months

CP0811

Meier & Kinkel

Planktonic calcifiers in the Baltic Sea: adaption to carbonate undersaturation in calcifying
dinoflagellates?

15 months

CP0812

Quaas et al.

Tradable Fishing Grounds

CP0813

Oschlies et al.

Can different feeding strategies help to resolve the paradox of the plankton?

CP0815

Mayerle

The effects of sea-level rise and climate change on long-term morphodynamics in the
german wadden sea

24 months

CP0816

Melzner & Körtzinger

Seasonal carbonate system variability in Kiel Bay and correlated physiological performance
of local blue mussels

12 months

CP0818

Weinberger & Treude

Consequences of seafloor warming and salinity decrease for macroalga-microbe
interactions

12 months

CP0819

Lehmann & Bumke

Detailed assessement of climate variability of the Baltic Sea area for the period 1970-2008

24 months

CP0820

Vafeidis et al.

Shipping induced sediment resuspension in the port of Venice: a case study of the effects
of forced Shallow water waves

12 months

CP0822

Wallmann et al.

Assessing the risk of leakage from submarine CCS

15 months

CP0823

Rosenstiel & Schreiber

Establishment of marine invertebrate cell cultures as a tool for immune system and
invironmental stress research

25 months

CP0824

Wallace et al.

Air-sea flux measurements of trace gases with atmospheric pressure chemical ionization
time of flight mass spectometry (APCI-TOF-MS)

12 months

6 months

6 months

6 months

8 months
6 months
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